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ABSTRACT
State partners of national environmental education (EE) programs contribute to
professional development in EE through their program delivery. This study describes
teacher perceptions of individual elements of EE workshops provided by one such
program, Iowa Project WET. The study found that educators associate three types of
workshop activities with successful classroom integration of Project WET activities: (a)
Experiencing activities first-hand, (b) interacting with other educators, and (c) learning
about the Project WET Activity and Curriculum Guide. Almost 90% of survey
respondents integrate some of the activities they experience during the workshop into
their classrooms. Some of these teachers also integrate additional activities not presented
in the workshop. Multiple measures of activity use indicate the respondents select and
use activities to meet curriculum goals. Survey data and phone interviews show that
respondents utilize each activity they implement to meet multiple goals related to the
curriculum, student interactions, and assessment of student knowledge. Respondents
reported that insufficient planning and class time limited use of activities. Suggestions
are made for improving the workshop model.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Citizens play an essential role in the well-being of their environment through their
choices and actions. Citizens must be environmentally literate to make informed
decisions and take actions that have a positive or desired impact on their community.
In 1969, William Stapp and his colleagues identified many community problems
"such as: lack of comprehensive environmental planning; indiscriminate use of
pesticides; community blight; air and water pollution" (p. 30). They listed ways in which
citizens influence those problems including casting votes, electing representatives, acting
directly, asking questions, and serving on advisory committees. Stapp argued that to
"perform these tasks effectively, it is vital that the citizenry be knowledgeable concerning
their biophysical environment and associated problems, aware of how they can help solve
these problems, and motivated to work toward effective solutions" (p. 30). Stapp first
defined the need for an educational approach that would provide an awareness and
understanding of the environment. He called this approach Environmental Education
(EE) and defined it thus "Environmental Education is aimed at producing a citizenry that
is knowledgeable concerning the biophysical environment and its associated problems,
aware of how to help solve these problems, and motivated to work toward their solution"
(p. 31).
The relationship between man, community, and environment has, if anything,
become more complex since Stapp's paper outlining the need for EE. Increases in
population, new technologies, and a global economy require that today's citizens be
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knowledgeable not only about the effects their choices have on their own back yard, but
upon people, communities, and environments on the other side of the world. The current
political turmoil over drilling for oil in the Alaskan Federal Wildlife Refuge is one
illustration of this point.
The field of environmental education has developed over the last three decades.
Though Stapp's definition remains widely accepted (Hungerford, Bluhm, Volk, &
Ramsey, 1998), the goals and methods of EE have been refined over the years (United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization [UNESCO], 1976, 1977;
Hungerford & Volk, 1990; Ramsey, Hungerford, & Volk, 1992). The Tbilisi Declaration
set forth five categories of EE objectives that have received wide acceptance:
•

Awareness - to help social groups and individuals acquire an awareness and
sensitivity to the total environment and its allied problems.

•

Knowledge - to help social groups and individuals gain a variety of
experience in, and acquire a basic understanding of, the environment and its
associated problems.

•

Attitudes - to help social groups and individuals acquire a set of values and
feelings of concern for the environment and the motivation for actively
participating in environmental improvement and protection.

•

Skills - to help social groups and individuals acquire the skills for identifying
and solving environmental problems.

•

Participation - to provide social groups and individuals with an opportunity to
be actively involved at all levels in working toward resolution of
environmental problems. (UNESCO, 1977, 26-27)

The North American Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE),
through its National Project for Excellence in Environmental Education, has become a
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driving force behind current methods and reform in environmental education. This
project includes the development of an ongoing series of publications that provide goals
for EE, guidelines for EE learners, and evaluation tools for materials and programs.
These publications are built upon the whole of current research in environmental
education and provide direction for teacher preparation in EE, materials development, and
models for delivering EE to various audiences.
In order to describe the current strengths, weaknesses, and needs in environmental
education, Volk and McBeth (1998) developed a baseline description of the state of
environmental literacy. They reviewed available research to determine current
environmental literacy levels in regard to the seven categories described in the National
Project for Excellence in Environmental Education. These include affect, ecological
knowledge, socio-political knowledge, knowledge of environmental issues, cognitive
skills, determinants of environmentally responsible behavior, and environmentally
responsible behaviors. Volk and McBeth found that "the overall measure of literacy
ranges from low to moderate" (p. 76). However, they identified that the research
available to them was limited and unevenly distributed among the seven categories. For
example, no studies measuring cognitive skills were found. They note that the NAAEE
environmental literacy model is relatively new and was not in place to guide the research.
The National Project for Excellence in Environmental Education publications,
developed between 1992 and today, were also not in place to guide the development of
educator preparation and EE materials. Environmental education is a field in the process
of reform. The Volk and McBeth study, because of its timing in relation to the National
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Project for Excellence in Environmental Education and other EE and education reform
measures, provides baseline data that combined with new studies will determine the
effects and success of current EE.
It is clear that K-12 schools need to include an environmental education
component in their curricula if they are to develop environmentally literate and socially
responsible citizens. The Volk and Mc Beth research review ( 1998) revealed that current
environmental literacy appears to be low. This is not surprising. Hungerford and Volk
(1990) argued that most environmental education stops at awareness and knowledge. EE
must go beyond knowledge about the environment to the development of skills needed to
affect environmental change and active participation in society (p. 258). EE initiatives
such as the National Project for Excellence in Environmental Education and Environment
as an Integrating Context (EiC) are intended to push EE beyond awareness and
knowledge into the development of skills and fostering active citizen participation.
The strategies outlined by such initiatives parallel current reform in science
education. By definition, the goal of EE is to produce an environmentally literate
citizenry that actively participates in environmental decisions and solutions. This mirrors
the rationale behind current science education reform efforts with regard to standards and
benchmarks. The National Science Education Standards (NSES) introduction states,
Americans are confronted increasingly with questions in their lives that require
scientific information and scientific ways of thinking for informed decision
making. And the collective judgment of our people will determine how we
manage shared resources-such as air, water, and national forests. (National
Research Council, 1996, p. 11)
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Preservice teachers in Wisconsin participate in an environmental education
methods course as a part of their education preparation program. However, a national
survey of state EE programs (Ruskey, Wilke, & Beasley, 1998) found that only four states
required some form of EE training for teacher licensing. Five other states were identified
as developing EE requirements. In contrast 34 states have or are developing assessment
tools to evaluate the success of EE. The Survey Research Center (2000) found that
10.4% of teachers who reported including environmental topics in their curriculum
receive preservice methods instruction in EE and 26.5% participate in preservice content
related ecology/environmental studies courses. This same study found that rates for
inservice training in environmental teaching methods and environmental content among
these same EE teachers was only slightly higher, 28.9% and 35.5% respectively. K-12
teachers are expected to deliver EE, yet most are not getting either preservice or inservice
training in environmental issues or EE teaching methods.
Those teachers that are receiving EE training obtain it through a number of
sources including national groups, local school districts, colleges, universities, and state
agencies. For 26.7% of teachers reporting participation in an inservice EE workshop,
their most recent experience was provided by a national EE group. This is greater than
for any other category of provider (Ruskey, Wilke, & Beasley, 1998). National groups
include programs such as Project Learning Tree (PLT), Project WILD, and Project Water
Education for Teachers (Project WET).
PLT, Project WILD, and Project WET follow very similar organizational models.
These groups develop educational materials, provide program support, and set minimum
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training requirements at the national level for their own projects. Each program requires
participation in an educator workshop in order to obtain their materials. These programs
are overseen at the state level by a sate sponsoring agency and managed by a state
coordinator. State coordinators of PLT, Project WILD, and Project WET must provide
workshops that are a minimum of 6 hours in length and actively involve educators in
activities from program materials. Facilitators who are trained and overseen by the state
coordinator deliver workshops to educators. The minimum 6-hour educator workshop
and other elements consistent among all the national programs were developed by the
first of these programs, PLT.
State coordination of PLT, Project WILD, and Project WET are sponsored by a
variety of organizations, including state agencies, universities, and nonprofits. Often the
same state agency may sponsor more than one national program. For example, the
nonprofit Iowa Academy of Science is state sponsor for Project WET and the GLOBE
Program.
Project WET became a national program in 1995 and was adopted by Iowa the
following year. The Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide (Project WET, 1995) is
the centerpiece of Project WET educational materials and is provided to teachers who
complete a Project WET workshop. Independent reviews of this guide have been
published in the Environmental Education Compendium for Water Resources (California
Department of Education & California Department of Water Resources, 1996, pp. 4, 4041, 108-109, 174-175) and the Environmental Education Collection-A review of

resources for educators (North American Association for Environmental Education,
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1997, p. 80-81 ). The California Compendium rated materials on the basis of general
content, presentation, pedagogy, teacher usability, and specific water resource content.
The Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide received the highest rating of any
material reviewed by the compendium. NAAEE reviewed the Project WET guide for
fairness and accuracy, depth, emphasis on skills building, action orientation, instructional
soundness, and usability. This review was positive for all review characteristics, though
the review noted that the guide "could use more critical thinking skills at lower grade
levels" (p. 81 ).
As a national program, Project WET reaches many teachers. Project WET
inservice workshops in Iowa are 16 hours long and provide participants with 1 hour of
university graduate credit. A 2000 survey by the Iowa Academy of Science of teachers
who had completed the Iowa Project WET workshop indicated that teachers were
implementing Project WET activities in their curriculum. How then does program
delivery affect the use of the materials by classroom teachers?
Purpose of Research
Because national programs provide a large percentage of current teacher training
in environmental education, they also play a role in the success of EE, EE reform, and
environmental literacy. Studying their educational materials, delivery methods, and
teacher implementation will produce information on the strengths and weaknesses of
environmental education. Since these national programs are already in place and serve as
the main vehicle through which to prepare educators to deliver EE, they can be used as a
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model for other EE programs. The discovery and correction of weaknesses and the
application of strengths will benefit future teacher training and strengthen EE as a whole.
Program delivery is the major contribution state level Project WET programs
provide to the EE equation. Iowa Project WET has made this area the focus of its
evaluation efforts, as program delivery is also the area in which the state program can
bring about the most change. This study was designed to investigate teacher attitudes
toward the effectiveness of the Iowa Project WET training model with regard to teacher
implementation of Project WET activities and to evaluate the level to which teachers are
integrating activities into their classrooms. Additionally, this study will suggest ways to
improve the workshop model.
Statement of the Problem
The primary question of this study was, "What elements of the Iowa Project WET
Workshop Model result in teacher implementation and integration of Project WET
activities?" Secondary questions included
•

Are teachers using Project WET activities in their classrooms 2-3 years after Project
WET workshop participation?

•

How are teachers using Project WET activities in their classrooms following an Iowa
Project WET workshop?

•

What outside forces assist or limit implementation success?

•

How can this information be used to improve Iowa Project WET workshops?
The primary assessment tool was a survey of inservice participants from 1999 and

2000. The survey instrument included questions related to
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•

How many activities the teacher participated in as a part of the workshop.

•

How many activities the teacher has used in the classroom.

•

Had the teacher used activities from the guide that were not introduced as a part of the
workshop?

•

How the activities were selected for use in the classroom.

•

Which elements of the workshop were most valuable for implementation of Project
WET?
Definition of Terms
Activity Modeling-When the workshop facilitator leads an activity using the

same methods as would be used with students. Participants experience all the parts of
the activity, including warm up, participating in a learning activity, processing knowledge
in the wrap up phase and assessing learning from a personal and an educational
prospective.
Environmental Education-First formally defined by Stapp, "Environmental
Education is aimed at producing a citizenry that is knowledgeable concerning the
biophysical environment and its associated problems, aware of how to help solve these
problems, and motivated to work toward their solution" (1969, p. 31 ). The Belgrade
Charter, adopted by the United Nations in 1976, provided the following goal statement
for environmental education
The goal of environmental education is to develop a world population that is
aware of, and concerned about, the environment and its associated problems, and
which has the knowledge, skills, attitudes, motivations, and commitment to work
individually and collectively toward solutions f current problems and the
prevention of new ones. (p. 1)
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Iowa Project WET Workshop Model-the combination, order, and durations of
strategies and activities used to deliver the Project WET program to inservice teachers
within the state of Iowa. See Appendix A for the Iowa Project WET workshop schedule.

Implementation-For the purpose of this study, an activity is implemented when
it is used in the classroom. A teacher that has used one or more Project WET activities in
the classroom is said to have implemented Project WET. Implementation assumes no
specific purpose for inclusion of the program or activity, only use.

Integration-For the purpose of this study, a teacher is said to have integrated a
Project WET activity when the activity was selected by the teacher or a group of teachers
to meet a specific curriculum goal and implemented for that purpose. A teacher that has
integrated Project WET into the curriculum uses one or more Project WET activities in
the classroom each year to meet specific content, process, or assessment goals.

Peer Teaching-The process by which workshop participants practice teaching
methods by preparing and delivering classroom activities to other participants. Peer
teaching allows teachers to experience new material as an educator and a learner. During
an Iowa Project WET workshop, each participant, in a group of 2-3 teachers, leads the
rest of the workshop participants in one activity from the Project WET Curriculum and
Activity Guide.

Need and Significance
This study will help direct improvements to the Iowa Project WET training
model. It may also be used by other state Project WET programs to development or
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improve training. It may provide direction for future research in EE professional
development delivery and state level Project WET and similar programs.
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CHAPTER2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Environmental Education
Environmental Education in K-12 Schools
Environmental education empowers citizens to work toward solutions to
environmental problems by building knowledge, skills, and attitudes about environmental
issues. The goal of environmental education is environmental literacy. Environmental
literacy allows individuals and groups to make informed decisions regarding the
environment and take affective actions on environmental issues.
Environmental education takes place in formal and nonformal settings.
Nonformal environmental education takes place at nature centers, museums, scout
meetings, and summer camps. In the classroom, EE can be taught independently or
integrated into other subject areas. Environmental education in the formal school setting
is often presented as a component of science, social studies, or other subject curriculum.
Support for EE in K-12 schools is building. Growing national infrastructure and
strengthening connections with current educational reform have created new interest in
EE (Archie 2001; Ruskey, Wilke, & Beasley 2001). The Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development's position on environmental education states, "Because people
in developed nations are rapidly consuming Earth's natural resources and because the
world population is increasing rapidly, human beings must take individual and social
responsibility for the environment. Schools should provide environmental education"
(Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development [ASCD], 2001, ,r 38). The
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association's Infobrief on EE identifies several impediments to implementing
environmental education in the classroom. Among these impediments are that EE is seen
by teachers as an add-on, it lacks consistent federal support, is not represented in state
level education priorities, and there is a lack of teacher training.
Environmental education methods are similar to advocated education reform.
Klein and Merritt (1994) described parallels between EE and constructivism. "Both
philosophies require students to take an active role in learning and building on factual
knowledge to improve investigation and critical thinking skills" (p. 20). Klein and
Merritt noted that EE and constructivist teaching build skills and knowledge, focus on
real life issues, and rely on authentic assessments of student progress. While EE can be
integrated into any subject area, the goals of EE are probably most closely aligned with
science. Stapp's (1969) original argument for the need of environmental literacy is
equivalent to the National Science Education Standards (1996) argument for science
literacy.
In order for environmental education to find a permanent place in the classroom,
an infrastructure must be in place. The National Environmental Education Advancement
Project updated its baseline study (Kirk, Wilke, & Ruskey, 1997) describing state level
EE networks with a second survey in 1998 (Ruskey, Wilke, & Beasley, 2001 ). These
surveys provide information about how the field of EE is changing and a look at the
connection between EE and current education reform. Ruskey, Wilke, and Beasley have
established a list of "components that comprise a comprehensive state-level EE Program"
(para. 1). This list represents a goal for state-level EE infrastructure needs. The 32
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components from the study include K-12 EE instructional materials, coordinated
inservice training, EE training requirement for licensing, EE learning
objectives/outcomes, assessment of EE, and funding for EE. Ruskey, Wilke, and Beasley
state that not all components are required for a state to have a strong EE program,
however missing components may indicate areas of need. Certainly if EE is to be
accomplished by schools, then teachers must be adequately prepared, have access to
scientifically accurate and balanced EE learning materials, be allowed implementation
time, and must assess student achievement in EE.
The Ruskey, Wilke, and Beasley survey (2001), which collected data for 1998,
found that only 18 states had or were developing state requirements for K-12 EE
instruction. Iowa was not among these 18 states. The study indicates that coordinated EE
teacher inservice, EE learning objectives, student EE assessments, and EE grant programs
were the most common program-related components of a comprehensive EE program in
place or in the process of being developed. The presence of learning objectives and
student assessments would indicate the expectation that environmental education is being
taught in the classroom. The EE components in place correlate with broader education
reform efforts such as assessing student achievement and updating teacher professional
development.
Teachers have a great deal of choice in selecting EE activities for the classroom
and topics are included in many science and social studies textbooks. The Survey
Research Center (2000) found that over 50% of teachers who taught environmental
education obtained materials from each of several sources: textbooks, library, newspaper,
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news magazines, groups/agencies, internet, and TV/radio. Over 25% of teachers who
taught environmental education use information from journals. Environmental materials
can be supplied by a variety of sources including educational groups (National Science
Teachers Association [NSTA], NAAEE, Project WET), commercial publishers,
environmental groups, business, and local, state, or federal agencies. Educational groups
were identified as the "most useful" supplier of materials by 21.3% of the EE teachers
responding, the largest percentage of expressed usefulness. The survey also found that
teachers implemented EE in the classroom in a variety of ways. Most commonly,
teachers discussed environmental topics covered in textbooks or other readings and used
hands-on activities or projects. Other EE implementation strategies include problem
solving exercises, field trips, independent projects, group projects, and debates.
Environmental education in the classroom happens in a variety of ways and utilizing a
variety of resources.
Research in the field of environmental education is very limited (Disinger, 1997;
Volk & McBeth, 1998). The Independent Commission on Environmental Education
(ICEE) conducted the first detailed analysis of the quality of available EE materials in
1997. This report was followed closely by the NAAEE publication, The Environmental
Education Collection: A Review of Resources for Educators ( 1997). The ICEE report and

the NAAEE collection both concluded that quality EE materials are available to teachers
and that how teachers use a resource is as important as how well the resource is written.
Both reports indicate that teacher preparation and support is necessary to ensure sound
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environmental education programs. Since the publication of these two reports additional
research has attempted to document the changing field of environmental education.
In addition to evaluating EE materials, environmental education must be
evaluated for cognitive appropriateness. Bryant and Hungerford (1979) determined that
even very young children could form concepts related to the environment. They found
that kindergarten students instructed for 1 month in pollution problems and
environmental issues were able to identify more environmental problems and more
individual responsibilities (personal responsibilities and responsibilities of others) than
did students not exposed to environmental instruction were. This study shows that young
students can cognitively analyze environmental issues and reveals that EE can begin
when children are young.
Research has identified several benefits of environmental education including
attitudinal gains (Birch & Schwaab, 1983; Jaus, 1982, 1984), knowledge and skills
(Basile, 2000; Birch & Schwaab, 1983; GLOBE Program, 1997; Lieberman & Hoody,
1998), and behavior (Asch & Shore, 1975; Lieberman & Hoody, 1998). Jaus (1982)
studied the effect of EE on the environmental attitudes of fifth grade students. Jaus found
that "fifth graders who received instruction in environmental education possessed
significantly more positive attitudes toward the environment than fifth graders who did
not receive this instruction" (p. 691 ). Birch and Schwaab (1983) studied changes in
students' attitudes and knowledge following a water conservation unit. They found that
seventh graders showed small knowledge gains and had more positive attitudes toward
water conservation after a week of instruction. The researchers suggest the reason for
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only small gains in knowledge was the limited length of time for instruction and brief
teacher preparation to lead the unit. These results parallel an earlier study by Aird and
1

Tomera (1977). Aird and Tomera studied knowledge and values changes in 6 h graders
after students completed discovery activities related to water consumption and water uses.
After instruction, students in this study could list more actions they could personally take
to conserve water.
In 2000, Basile found that environmental education has a positive effect on near
and far transfer. Transfer is the ability to apply knowledge from one situation or context
to another (Perkins & Salomon, 1988). Environmental education resources refer to
transfer as critical thinking skills. Learners use near transfer to solve a problem that is
very similar to other problems they have solved. Far transfer is when the new situation is
significantly different than the original problem. The goal of EE, to empower citizens to
make informed decisions and take effective actions in solving environmental problems,
requires skills in both near and far transfer. Basile compared a group of third graders
given primarily in-class instruction with rote level questioning on habitats with another
class given instruction using a scientific method and inquiry based program that mostly
occurred outdoors. Students who completed the more inquiry based instruction scored
higher in transferring knowledge and problem solving strategies to a far transfer problem
related to habitats than those who received the original habitat unit. This study not only
shows that EE can improve problem-solving skills, but that EE instructional methods play
an important role in successful knowledge acquisition and use.
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Closing the Achievement Gap, Using the Environment as an Integrating Context
for Learning, by Gerald Lieberman and Linda Boody (1998) took a nation wide look at
one method of EE instruction. EIC uses environmental education as the focus to
approach all educational subjects. The EIC process "designates pedagogy that employs
natural and socio-cultural environments as the context for learning while taking into
account the 'best practices' of successful educators" (p. 7). It is an interdisciplinary and
collaborative approach that uses environmental education as the glue to hold all other
subjects together. EIC relies on team teaching and "develops knowledge, understanding,
and appreciation for the environment-community and natural surroundings" through
hands-on learning experiences, problem solving, and project based instruction (p. 7).
Lieberman and Boody studied 40 EiC schools from across the United States. Fourteen of
these schools conducted a comparative analysis of differences between students
participating in EiC and those in traditional classrooms. "All 14 schools found that
quantitative measures of achievement affirm the academic benefits of EiC-based
learning" (p. 19). Benefits were found in all traditional subject areas. For example,
Tahoma High School in Washington State found that 11th grade students who had been in
EiC classrooms in 9th and 1oth grades scored an average of 4.8% higher on the
Curriculum Frameworks Assessment System (CF AS) in language arts than other Tahoma
11th graders. Twenty percent more EiC students at Park Forest Elementary in

Pennsylvania scored in the high and top-middle ranks for math on the Pennsylvania State
System of Assessment (PSSA) than comparable schools as designated by the
Pennsylvania Department of Education. Similar results were found in science and social
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studies for the 14 schools. One school, Tahoma High School, found that math test scores
were lower for EiC students, however math was a subject not integrated into the EiC
program by that school. The EiC report indicates that environmental education can
facilitate higher achievement across the curriculum.
Lieberman and Hoody ( 1998) also found that student behavior and attendance is
improved for EiC schools. Little Falls High School in Minnesota had 54% fewer
suspensions and a 2.4% higher attendance rate in EiC 9th graders compared to other 9th
graders (p. 21 ). This research supports the academic benefits of EE to meet the goals of
EE and the goals of other subject areas.
Another EE program, GLOBE evaluated math and science skills of GLOBE and
nonGLOBE students in the 4t\

?1h and 10th grades (GLOBE, 1997). The GLOBE

Program was originally conceived by Al Gore and described in Earth in the Balance
( 1992) as a partnership between students and scientists to study the Earth's systems. The
program was initiated as a partnership between the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) in 1994 (GLOBE, 1997). The evaluation found that GLOBE students had a
positive attitude toward the program with 83% agreeing that GLOBE will help people to
better understand the Earth. GLOBE students scored higher than nonGLOBE students in
knowledge of measurement procedures, sampling principals, and interpreting data. They
also had a higher interest in pursuing a career in science. GLOBE teachers perceived that
participation in GLOBE had a positive impact on students observation, measurement,
technology, and map skills.
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Teacher Preparation in Environmental Education
If teachers are to include quality environmental education experiences in their

classrooms they must have adequate training in environmental teaching methods and
issues. The Survey Research Center (2000) found that only 10.4% of teachers receive an
environmental teaching methods course as a preservice teacher and that only 28.9%
participate in an environmental teaching methods course as a part of inservice training.
National programs such as Project WET, Project WILD, and PLT were found to be the
most frequent source of the training that is being provided (26. 7% of environmental
course workshops). National programs were identified as providing more environmental
training than school districts, colleges, universities, state agencies, and other providers.
As the largest provider of teacher training in environmental education, it is
important for national programs such as Project WET to evaluate their educational
materials, delivery models, and student outcomes. If the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development is correct in its prediction that EE will become more
mainstream as current education reform plays out (Archie 2001 ), then these programs
must be ready to meet a greater need for EE training.
Iowa Project WET inservice teacher workshops are a component oflowa's
coordinated EE teacher inservice program. The description of this component is
Teacher training that targets K-12 teachers and enables them to become fully
competent to teach to all of the goals of EE. A coordinated system of in-service
programs that makes EE training available to all teachers within a state and allows
for professional development options in EE as well as credit to maintain teaching
certification. (Ruskey, Wilke, & Beasley, 2001, Definitions section, para. 4)
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The Iowa Project WET inservice workshop is available for 1 hour of graduate
credit through the University of Northern Iowa. Teachers can use this credit for license
renewal or salary lane changes. During the workshop, teachers are taken through the
steps of using the guide to meet EE goals. The workshop combines experience with EE
activity methods with EE content knowledge. Evaluating the effects of the Iowa Project
WET inservice workshop on classroom practices is a step towards understanding the role
of this component in the larger EE picture.
National Environmental Education Organizations
There are many established national education organizations that provide teacher
workshops and courses in environmental education. PLT, established in 1973 and
focused on forest ecosystems, was the first national EE program to provide a curriculum
guide and training. The mission of PLT is to use
the forest as a "window" on the world to increase students' understanding of our
environment; stimulate students' critical and creative thinking; develop students'
ability to make informed decisions on environmental issues; and instill in students
the commitment to take responsible action on behalf of the environment.
(American Forest Foundation, 2003, para. 1)
The Project WILD, Project WET, and Food, Land, and People (FLP) programs are
each, at least in part, modeled after the success of PLT. Each of these programs requires
teachers to complete a workshop in order to obtain materials. Each program establishes
state sponsored delivery of materials and methods and has an established set of norms for
workshop content, length, and facilitator training. Project WILD materials concentrate
most heavily on EE issues related to animals and their interactions. Project WET
activities focus on water related issues and FLP activities deal with how humans are
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connected to the land. PLT and Project WILD activities were primarily developed for use
in nonformal settings. As a result, many of the activities require access to general or
specific wildlife areas. Project WET and FLP were designed specifically for classroom
use. More of the activities in these guides can be completed in a classroom.
Other national education programs concentrate specifically on environmental
monitoring. The GLOBE Program is an international science and education project.
Teachers are trained in how to collect environmental data using protocols designed by
scientists and provided educational activities to support the teaching of concepts related
to the data they will collect. The environmental activities of GLOBE are aligned closely
with science and math curricula. Emphasis is placed on protocol training because the
data students collect is used by GLOBE scientists to validate satellite data. After initial
training, teachers are supported by the GLOBE website and the local GLOBE partner.
There are many other educational models used to deliver EE training to teachers.
NAAEE provides workshops at national and regional conferences; companies like HACH
Water Testing and Water Quality Analysis Systems provide institutes; and organizations
like the Geographic Alliance provide workshops that integrate environmental topics into
their subject matter. However, the study by the Survey Research Center (2000) found the
majority of professional development opportunities available in EE are from national EE
groups like PLT and Project WET.
Project WET Background
The Project WET program, while interdisciplinary, is at its core a science-based
environmental education program, as evidenced by correlations between the activities and
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the NAAEE Environmental Education framework (Project WET Curriculum and Activity
Guide, 1995, pp. 499-501). Project WET began as a statewide program in North Dakota
in 1984 and was sponsored by the North Dakota State Water Commission. Five years
later, Executive Director Dennis Nelson moved the program to Montana State University.
Using funding from the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Project
WET expanded to serve Montana, Idaho, Arizona and North Dakota. In 1992, Project
WET began expansion into a nationwide program, starting with the development of the
Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide.
The Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide was developed through a series
of regional writing workshops and a national field test and review involving more than
800 formal and nonformal educators, resource managers, and specialists. The resulting
guide contains 91 activities designed for K-12 classroom use and guided by the following
beliefs
•

Water is important for all water users (energy producers, farmers and ranchers,
fish and wildlife, manufactures, recreationists, rural and urban dwellers).

•

Wise water use is crucial for providing tomorrow's children social and economic
stability in a healthy environment.

•

Awareness of, and respect for, water resources can encourage a personal, lifelong
commitment of responsibility and positive community participation (BursonMarsteller, 2002)
The activity guide is arranged into seven units, one highlighting teaching

strategies and six forming the guide's conceptual framework. The six water concepts
represented are
•

Water has unique physical and chemical characteristics.
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•

Water is essential for all life to exist.

•

Water connects Earth systems.

•

Water is a natural resource.

•

Water resources are managed.

•

Water resources exist within social constructs.

•

Water resources exist within cultural constructs (Project WET Curriculum and
Activity Guide, 1995, p. 471).

The activities were also created to develop thinking and processing skills based on the
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development and the American Association
for the Advancement of Science (Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide, 1995).
Early in development, steps were taken to build Project WET as an environmental
education program by aligning the program to the framework of the NAAEE National
Project for Excellence in Environmental Education. The alignment is based upon a draft
of the NAAEE framework, as Environmental Education Materials: Guidelines for
Excellence (North American Association for Environmental Education, 1996) was still
under development at the time the Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide was
published.
Started in 1984, today Project WET has expanded to become international with
programs in all fifty states, Canada, Mexico, and the Philippines. Each state and country
to adopt the program must provide a coordinator and local program funding.
Coordinators are the sole providers of the Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide
within their state or country. As such they agree to provide guides only through
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professional development workshops of at least 6 hours in length and to provide training
and guidance for the facilitators of their workshops. In addition, state coordinators agree
to attend the national Project WET Coordinators' Conference each year.
State Project WET programs are sponsored by a wide variety of public, private,
and governmental agencies including state departments of natural resources, public water
utilities, public and private universities, and nonprofit organizations. In Iowa, the Project
WET program is sponsored by the Iowa Academy of Science, a nonprofit professional
organization, and is coordinated by the Iowa Academy of Science Education Director.
Iowa Project WET Model Development
In the fall of 1995, Dr. David McCalley brought the Project WET Program to
Iowa under the sponsorship of the Center for Energy and Environmental Education on the
University of Northern Iowa campus (personal communications). He hired two graduate
assistants to assist in adopting the program for Iowa.
Description of Iowa Facilitator Training
With the assistance of national program director Sandra De Yonge, McCalley and
his team trained 15 Iowa educators to facilitate workshops in Iowa. The first facilitator
training took place in 1996. It was two and half days long and consisted of modeling
select Project WET activities, peer teaching activities, an extended history of the
program, and facilitation skills. Each facilitator, hand picked by McCalley, was chosen
for knowledge and leadership in science and environmental education in Iowa. The
facilitators were presented with a workshop training model developed by McCalley and
his graduate students, in consultation with De Yonge. Iowa Project WET conducted a
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second facilitator workshop in 1998. The second workshop was modeled after the first
one. It was lead by Marcy Seavey with the assistance of several facilitators trained in the
first workshop. Seavey took over as state coordinator for Project WET shortly after this
training. Iowa Project WET has held three facilitator update workshops, one each in the
years 1997, 1999, and 2001. Update workshops provide facilitators with supplementary
information about the Project WET network, workshop models, workshop facilitation
techniques, and participation and practice with activities from the guide. Update
workshops also serve as an opportunity for Iowa's Project WET facilitators to discuss
educational issues and develop professional relationships. Facilitators are provided with
a workshop kit that includes all materials needed to complete a workshop and are updated
and supported through letters, email, and phone.
Iowa Project WET Inservice Teacher Workshop Model
Iowa Project WET facilitators deliver inservice teacher workshops based on the
workshop model developed by Mccalley and his graduate students. The workshop was
originally developed in three segments to be delivered on a Friday night, the following
Saturday, and a second Saturday set 4 weeks after the first. In the second year, the model
was modified to two 8-hour days based on participant evaluations.
Each Iowa Project WET inservice workshop contains the following 12 elements
(in chronological order)
•

Ice Breaker

•

Introduction to the Project WET Program

•

Model Activity
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•

Introduction to the Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide

•

Peer Teaching Planning Time

•

Peer Teaching

•

Debrief and integration planning

•

Classroom implementation

•

Debrief of classroom experience

•

Extension

•

Reminder of Iowa Project WET Contact information

•

Evaluation of Workshop
Facilitators are provided with two icebreaker activities and often use both. The

first, called WET Bingo, acts as an icebreaker between participants. This activity requires
no set up and very little instruction. WET Bingo can begin before all of the participants
arrive, thus engaging participants in the workshop immediately. A facilitator working
with a group of participants all from the same school may skip the WET Bingo activity.
The other icebreaker, a modification of It's Raining Cats and Dogs comes from the
Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide (pp. 435-441) and acts as an icebreaker to

the program. Following the icebreaker activities, the facilitator gives a presentation,
which includes a brief history of the program, Project WET's mission, and the structure
of program support. This is usually done using overheads provided in the facilitator's
workshop kit.
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The facilitator models the activity Incredible Journey (Project WET Curriculum

and Activity Guide, 1995, pp. 161-165). Time is taken near the end for questions and
discussion. Teachers are not asked to role-play students; instead, they are asked to
participate at their own level. However, the facilitator may include discussion questions
such as: How would your students answer this question? What instructions might you
give to assist

J1h graders with this part? How would the story produced in the wrap-up

vary between a 4111 and a

?111 grade student?

By modeling activities at the teacher's level

of understanding, the facilitator is using a strategy recommended by Eisenhower National
Clearinghouse for Mathematics and Science in Ideas that Work, Science Professional

Development (n.d.). This publication states that "By engaging in activities appropriate
for adult learners ... teachers are able to investigate science content for their own learning"
(p. 10).

After teachers have experienced an activity, they are ready to become familiar
with the 516 page Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide. The teachers are
presented with a series of scavenger-hunt style questions about the guide. Questions
transition from basic book navigation and activity format to beginning curriculum
development. Curriculum building questions ask teachers to use their new knowledge
about the book and its cross reference charts for subject, grade level, duration, topic, and
teaching method to select activities that fit curriculum needs.
The next stage of an Iowa Project WET inservice workshop is for teachers to
break into small groups, select an activity from a list provided by the workshop facilitator,
and prepare to peer teach that activity. The selection of peer teaching activities represent
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the diverse learning styles, EE framework levels, grade levels, and subject areas provided
by the guide. The workshop kit contains the materials needed to complete nine peer
teaching activities. See Appendix B for a list of peer teaching activities included in the
workshop kit. Generally, participants have 30 minutes before lunch on the first day to
prepare for peer teaching. The workshop facilitator will help teachers move through this
planning process. Every teacher must lead a part of the activity and teachers are
instructed to model the activity in the same way the facilitator modeled Incredible
Journey.
The peer teaching sessions begin just before lunch. Each group takes a turn
leading the activity they selected. Peer teaching sessions are 40-45 minutes long. The
group discusses the activity, implementation mechanics, and activity assessment at the
end of each presentation. Iowa Project WET coordinators McCalley and Seavey
(personal communications) believe peer teaching is one of the most important parts of the
Iowa Project WET workshop model. Ideas that Work, Science Professional Development
also places value on peer teaching. It states that "by becoming a learner, teachers deepen
their own understanding of the science content that they are teaching their students" (n.d.,
p. 10).
By this point in the workshop, the teachers have participated in 7-9 activities from
the guide, led an activity, and become familiar with guide navigation. Before the end of
the first workshop session, the teachers are given an opportunity to plan their first
classroom implementation of Project WET activities. Teachers often work alone or in
small groups. The workshop facilitator is available to answer questions and suggest
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activities that might fit a specific curriculum need. Each teacher is expected to
implement at least four Project WET activities into their classroom before the second
workshop session. Teachers are asked to place an emphasis on curriculum integration.
The goal is for the teachers to select activities that will enhance their curriculum rather
than simply selecting those they have just become familiar with or those that appear to be
"fun."
The perceived outcome of classroom planning and implementation is not only that
teachers will have a positive Project WET experience with students or become familiar
with the activities but that teachers will identify the Project WET Curriculum and Activity
Guide as a tool for curriculum development. The goal is to select the best way to meet
each curriculum goal. This may mean adding a Project WET activity to a current unit,
developing a new unit, or replacing a previously used activity with a Project WET activity
that better fits the classroom curriculum. The last example, replacing an activity used in
the past with one that better fits the curriculum, is the most common and is described in
Ideas that Work, Science Professional Development (n.d.) as curriculum replacement
units.
Generally, participants complete this homework assignment of implementing four
activities during a 4-week hiatus between the first 8 hours of the workshop and the last 8
hours. The teacher completes a one-page Activity Assessment (Appendix C) for each
activity. The Activity Assessment requires the teacher to evaluate how well students
responded to the activity and how well the activity "fit" into the curriculum. Completion
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of the Activity Assessments is the homework assignment for the graduate credit offered
for the course.
Summer workshops require a slightly different format. All 16 contact hours occur
over a 2 day period. Participants are given the first 4-6 weeks of the school year to
complete the homework assignment and return Activity Assessments to receive their
grade.
The majority of time during the second meeting is dedicated to debriefing the
teachers' experiences of presenting Project WET activities in the classroom. In a round
table format, each teacher presents the four activities he or she implemented with
students. Teachers are encouraged to bring photographs and/or samples of student work.
Planning, preparation, implementation, assessment, successes, and difficulties are
discussed. Teachers assist each other in finding solutions to obstacles. Often two or
more teachers select the same activity, yet approach one or more stages of implementing
the activity in very different ways. This stage of the workshop allows the teachers to
refine their future Project WET implementation plans with the assistance of other
educators.
The amount of time remaining in the workshop after teacher presentations varies
greatly and is dependant on the number of teachers in the workshop and the amount of
discussion. The facilitator provides additional activities related to Project WET to
complete the workshop. The extension is often another activity modeled by the
facilitator. Other examples of extensions include fieldtrips, demonstration of a
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groundwater model, or literature connections. The greatest variation between workshops
is introduced during this time.
Before the end of the workshop, the facilitator provides participants with contact
information for the Education Director of the Iowa Academy of Science and encourages
participants to use the Education Director as a resource. Facilitators present information
about other educational opportunities offered by the Iowa Academy of Science and
additional educational materials available from Project WET. Finally, each participant
completes a two-page evaluation of the Project WET workshop. This evaluation tool was
provided by Project WET USA. A copy of this tool is in Appendix D.
It is difficult to compare and contrast the Iowa Project WET Workshop Model to
workshops sponsored by other state Project WET, Project WILD or PLT programs
because every state program is individualized. Some elements (facilitator modeling of an
activity, program history, workshop goals), are common among almost all models, while
other elements (classroom teaching of four activities) are found in few or no other
models. The Iowa Project WET model differs greatly from Project WET, PLT, and
Project WILD minimum workshop requirements. The minimum workshop for each of
these programs is 6 hours. Workshops that follow the minimum requirements generally
involve exposure to fewer activities, emphasize facilitator modeled activities over peer
taught activities, and have less time for participant reflection. Some utilize a form of
"peer activity sharing." Each teacher reads one activity and has 3-5 minutes to
summarize the activity for the group. In this case, teachers may be exposed to many more
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activities but experience very few first hand. Some 6-hour workshops focus specifically
on one area of content knowledge rather than educational methods.
Project WET Evaluation in US and Iowa
The first educational research related to Project WET was the activity field testing
prior to publication of the guide (Jenness, Balderson, Poel, & Barley, 1994). Classroom
teachers, students, nonschool educators, writing workshop participants, EE experts, and
content experts reviewed each potential guide activity. The field test, which included
evaluation of the content, format, layout, clarity, age appropriateness, and overall
organization, resulted in more than 2,700 evaluations from field testers and reviewers and
more than 7 ,300 from students. The field test summary concluded that
The likelihood of Project WET activities being widely used by teachers and nonschool educators has increased because 1) effectiveness and appropriateness has
been enhanced as a result of the field test and review and 2) there has been a
special effort to link Project WET activities to emerging state and national
curriculum frameworks, thus enhancing the chances that the materials will be
'mainstreamed' into school curricula. (p. 9)
The summary indicated that a future challenge to Project WET would be to conduct an
evaluation of the effects of Project WET materials on students, teachers, and others.
Several studies, conducted primarily by groups of state Project WET coordinators
(WETTeams) or by the staff of state Project WET programs, have added knowledge to
the base created by the initial activity field test.
Project WET state coordinators are organized into working committees, called
WETTeams, to address various issues related to the program. The Research and
Evaluation WETTeam is leading the process of developing a national evaluation plan for
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Project WET. This team has also conducted research on elements of the Project WET
national program and reported the results at several Project WET Coordinators'
conferences. Two such reports by the Research and Evaluation WETTeam have
described aspects of the Project WET USA network. Diane Cantrell, as chair of the
WETTeam, conducted a survey of facilitator training models (1998). State Project WET
coordinators were asked to describe aspects of their facilitator training process including
leadership workshops, mentoring, length of training, follow-up support, and facilitator
selection and compensation. Despite significant variations in programs, Cantrell defined
six facilitator training models into which most state programs fit. The six training models
were (a) leadership workshop, (b) leadership workshop with optional mentoring, (c)
leadership workshop with mentoring, (d) leadership workshop with mentoring and longterm nurturing, (e) mentoring only, and (f) leadership workshop and/or mentoring.
An earlier survey conducted by the Research and Evaluation WETTeam (1997)
focused on evaluation efforts at the state level. Coordinators were asked if facilitator and
educator workshop participants complete evaluation forms, which forms were used, and
how the collected data is used by the state. All 29 responding states use evaluation forms
at both facilitator training workshops and educator workshops. Twenty-five states,
including Iowa, reported using the results to modify educator workshops. Twenty-seven
states, also including Iowa, use the evaluations for internal or external reporting purposes.
Only 16 states reported using the evaluation to check for knowledge gain and/or attitude
change by workshop participants. The report did not include a description of these
sixteen state evaluations. Washington State, which so reported in its program evaluation,
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was one of these states. Two states indicated evaluating students' knowledge gain,
attitude change, skill development, and/or behavioral change. The Research and
Evaluation WETTeam report does not identify which states these were or what the
student evaluation entailed.
Some state programs have conducted program evaluations and made the results
available to the Project WET network. St. Johns River Management District, the state
Project WET sponsor in Florida conducted a state evaluation ( 1999). This study had a
low return rate but showed high levels of use along respondents. The Washington State
program evaluation is the most comprehensive state evaluation (Hunter, Usher, Patmont,
& Spikard, 1998). This evaluation, which looked specifically at participants from 1995-

1997, was divided into three stages: workshop evaluations, teacher follow-up survey, and
a case study of the Global Rivers Environmental Education Network (GREEN) teachers
focus group. Washington workshop participants were given a pre and posttest to measure
knowledge gain of watershed concepts. Pre and posttest results, scored on a standard
scale, show that only 39% of the educators would have received given an A or B grade
based on the pretests but 73% would have received an A or B grade based on posttest
scores (p. 20). This indicates Washington teachers made significant knowledge gains of
specific watershed concepts. The workshop evaluation data also showed that all of the
Washington workshop participants intended to integrate Project WET into the
curriculum. In stage two, participants received a follow-up survey one year after
attending a workshop. All the respondents to this survey rated the workshop experience
as good or excellent and 80% were using Project WET in the classroom. The final part of
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the Washington evaluation focused specifically on a group of teachers who were involved
in a second program, GREEN. GREEN is a citizen water quality monitoring program.
The GREEN teachers "gave WET a resounding tribute as their best foundation
curriculum for watershed understanding before students begin water quality monitoring"

(p. 1).
Iowa is a third state that has conducted evaluations of aspects of Project WET.
Iowa Project WET conducted a 5th year program evaluation in 2000 (Seavey, 2002). A
questionnaire was sent to slightly more than 500 past participating teachers and yielded
94 responses(< 25%). Teachers were asked to provide feedback about the Guide, the
workshop, and follow-up support. This evaluation yielded demographic information
about the population of Iowa workshop participants. Participants were asked to respond
to items related to their satisfaction with the guide, student reactions to materials, and
workshop strategies that assisted in implementation. Each teacher was asked to identify
how many activities he or she completed in a year. The 5th year evaluation survey is
provided in Appendix E.
The results of the 5th year survey had a direct impact on this study. Ninety-seven
percent of the respondents stated that the contents of the Iowa Project WET workshop
were appropriate for the subjects he or she taught and 91 % indicated using Project WET
activities in the classroom each year. Of these, 55% used 4-10 activities per year and
10% of the respondents used more than 10 activities. Two high school science teachers
and one computer technology teacher stated that Project WET was not appropriate to their
subjects. Six of the 12 activities most often identified by the respondents as their favorite
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classroom activity were not activities commonly presented during Iowa Project WET
workshops. Teachers were asked, "What strategies did the workshop provide you with to
integrate Project WET into your curriculum?" Fifty-seven percent of the respondents
provided comments related to participating in activities, however for most of the
responses it was unclear whether that meant facilitator modeling, peer teaching,
implementing activities in the classroom, or all three. These results suggested that
teachers were using Project WET activities in the classroom, using activities in addition
to those presented in a workshop, and at least in part, attributed classroom use of Project
WET with participation in activities during the workshop. The next logical step in
evaluating the Iowa program was to more precisely define how teachers were using
Project WET in the classroom and what parts specific of the workshop contribute to that
implementation.
Project WET USA continues to face the research challenges outlined by the
activity field test: to conduct an evaluation of the effects of Project WET materials on
students, teachers, and others. This research project will add evaluative information on
the effects of Iowa Project WET delivery of Project WET materials on teacher
implementation of activities.
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CHAPTER3
METHODS
Introduction
This study was designed to investigate teacher attitudes toward individual
elements of the Iowa Project WET workshop model and to evaluate the level to which
teachers are integrating Project WET activities into their classrooms. The study used a
written survey and phone interviews to collect data about workshop participants'
experiences, attitudes, and resulting classroom implementation of Project WET activities.
This chapter defines the population and sample of the study, describes the design of the
survey and interview questions, and outlines the methods of data collection and analysis.
Population and Sample
The population for the study included all Iowa educators since 1996 who have
participated in an inservice Project WET workshop employing the Iowa Workshop
Model. To date 726 educators have been trained in Project WET using the Iowa Model.
The study sample consisted of educators who participated in the workshop in
1999 and 2000. These years were chosen primarily to ensure that subjects would have
had sufficient time to process the workshop experience and to implement the program
over two or more complete school years, yet would still be able to recall specific details
about the workshop. Participants from two different years were chosen to allow for
comparison and determination of time as a factor in implementation and attitudes.
Additionally, these two years had the largest number of participants, thus insuring an
adequate sample size for the study.
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The survey was mailed to 284 teachers, every workshop participant for these two
years, using addresses (home or school) provided by participants at the beginning of each
workshop. A post card reminder was sent 6 weeks after the original mailing. Eight 1999
participants and fourteen 2000 participants returned the survey following the original
mailing. To increase the number ofrespondents, participants who identified themselves
in the original survey returns were removed from the mailing list and the survey was
resent. Although participants provided the addresses used to mail the survey, not all of
the addresses were accurate. Thirty-two surveys were returned as undeliverable as
addressed, with no forwarding address available. It is likely that additional surveys did
not reach the intended teacher. The total number of responses and return rates for each
year are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1
Sample Size and Return Rate

Grou:e
1999
2000
Total

Teachers
trained
133
151
284

Undeliverable
addresses
20
12
32

Sample
size
113
139
252

Returned
surveys
28
48
76

Unusable
returns
3
0
3

Return rate
24.78%
34.53%
30.16%

Three teachers, each returning a blank survey form, provided a reason for not
completing the survey. One of these teachers had retired, one had just been moved :from
an elementary classroom to special education, and the third could not remember enough
about the course to compete the form.
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Survey Design
The survey (Appendix F) was designed to collect general demographic
information about the participants, level of classroom implementation of Project WET
activities, and teacher impressions and attitudes towards Iowa Project WET workshop
model elements. Demographic information collected included grades taught, number of
years teaching experience, level of education, subjects taught, motivation for
participation, and number of professional development experiences with similar format or
topic to Project WET. Implementation of Project WET was activities was evaluated in
several ways. Teachers were asked to compare their use of Project WET activities to
materials presented to them in other professional development workshops. Teachers were
asked to report the number of activities they use in the classroom per year and requested
to select the specific activities they used from a list of all Project WET Activities.
Teachers were also asked to list obstacles to integrating Project WET activities into their
curriculum.
Teacher perceptions of the Iowa workshop model were also requested. Teachers
were asked to select all experiences that were a part of their workshop from a list of
potential experiences. This probe was designed to answer two questions: "Do teachers'
perceptions of the workshop model resemble the model as designed?" and "How much
variation do facilitators bring into the workshop model?" Teachers were also asked to
rank the top five elements of the workshop that assisted them in integrating the program
into the curriculum.
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Teachers were also asked to identify which specific activities from the Project
WET guide were a part of their workshop. This question was asked to determine if
teachers are implementing those activities they are exposed to at a higher or lower rate
than other activities in the guide and to determine level of variation between workshops.
Approval from the University of Northern Iowa Human Subjects Review Board
was secured prior to data gathering. A letter explaining the study, the survey tool, and a
card requesting the participants' daytime phone number was sent to each individual in the
sample. Teachers were informed that their participation was voluntary and that
participant identities would be protected. Each participant was supplied with a postage
paid envelope for returning the survey and phone information. As an incentive,
participants returning the phone card within 2 weeks were entered into a drawing for free
educational materials that supplement Project WET. A total of 76 educators responded to
the survey. Survey forms were printed on colored paper to distinguish 1999 participants
(yellow) from 2000 participants (purple). To protect participants' anonymity completed
forms were assigned a number as they arrived and data was transferred to a spreadsheet.
Interview Design
Participants were asked to supply a daytime telephone number and current mailing
address on a card accompanying the survey. These cards were stapled to surveys as they
arrived. The survey data was reviewed and participants were selected for interviews. A
subject was excluded as a possible interview subject ifhe or she was unwilling to
participate in a phone interview, retired, not a classroom teacher, or did not identify a
favorite Project WET activity. Two subjects were removed because they had participated
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in a second workshop that involved training in Project WET. The remaining 20
respondents represented a variety of grades and subject areas and included five 1999
workshop participants and fifteen 2000 workshop participants.
Selected teachers were mailed an explanatory letter, postage paid return envelope,
and an informed consent form. The informed consent form notified the subject of the
research purpose and the interview procedure, insured participant confidentiality, and
secured permission to record the interview. Returned informed consent forms were filed
with each teacher's survey and an interview question list. Eight teachers returned the
interview consent forms. Three indicated that they were unwilling to participate in the
phone interviews. The remaining 5 teachers were interviewed by phone at a self-selected
time.
The purpose of the phone interviews was to collect qualitative data about
teachers' level of integration of Project WET activities and perceptions of selected
workshop elements. See Appendix G for a list of interview questions. Each interviewee
was reminded of his or her selected favorite Project WET activity and asked to describe
how the activity was selected for use in the classroom and what purpose the activity
served. Next, the teacher was asked to select the primary role of the activity in his or her
classroom from the list of nine possible roles generated from responses to question 6 of
the survey. The teacher was allowed to identify and comment on more than one of the
roles. These questions were repeated for other activities the teacher had identified using
in the classroom.
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Interviewees were asked to provide comments about the workshop model. Each
teacher was asked to explain his or her choice for the most useful element of the
workshop and to comment on the peer teaching experience. Lastly, each teacher was
asked for his or her opinions of ways to improvement of the workshop model.
Each interview was recorded. The interviews were transcribed and the
demographic information for each interviewee was attached to his or her transcription.
Real names were removed and each transcript was assigned a code name to protect the
participants' identities.
Timeline
March-April 2002-Design of survey, Selection of sample
May-June 2002-Surveys sent and returned
July 2002-Post card reminders sent
August 2002-Second copy of survey sent to nonrespondents
September-October 2002-Remainder of surveys returned
May-October 2003-Data analysis, telephone interviews
The 7 month gap between survey returns and interviews was not a part of the
research plan. It was caused by temporary project reassignment of the researcher.
Possible effects of this delay will be discussed in chapter 5.
Analysis of the Data
All survey data was placed into a spreadsheet and the collective results of each
question were reviewed. Responses from participants who supplied a name on the survey
were coded by workshop so that a comparison could be made between participants of the
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same workshop. It was anticipated that it would be possible to group participants by a
number of factors including year of workshop participation, subjects taught, years
teaching experience, or even specific workshop attended. However, low return rates and
high variation in the population resulted in groups too small for meaningful comparison.
Data was divided into demographic information, classroom activity use and integration,
and teacher perceptions of workshop elements. The frequency and percentage of
responses for demographic information was placed into tables. Sample demographic
information was compared to population demographics for Iowa Project WET workshop
participants and to demographic information colleted by other state Project WET
evaluations.
Classroom use and integration information was analyzed to establish a broad
picture of how teachers select and use Project WET activities in the classroom. This
information was also organized into tables to ease interpretation. Comments provided by
educators, either on the survey or in phone interviews, were used in discussion to provide
additional insight into teacher integration of Project WET activities.
Workshop elements were analyzed in two ways. First, could participants identify
the elements of the Iowa Project Workshop Model? Second, how do teachers rank
individual workshop elements with regard to preparing them to implement activities in
the classroom? Interview participants provided qualitative comments about high ranked
workshop elements.
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Summary
A sample of 73 Project WET workshop participants, representing a return rate of
30.16%, provided qualitative and quantitative information about how Project WET
activities are used in the classroom and what parts of the Iowa Project WET workshop
model teachers attribute as preparing them for activity use. The data collected and
presented in chapter 4 provides insight into teacher perceptions of professional
development strategies and can be used to improve the Iowa Project WET workshop
model.
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CHAPTER4
DATA ANALYSIS
Introduction
Evaluation of environmental education training programs allows providers of EE
professional development improve their projects. This study utilized survey data and
phone interviews from Project WET participants of two training years (1999 and 2000) to
determine the level of Project WET use by teachers as well as the individual elements of
an Iowa Project WET workshop that teachers regard as assisting them in integrating
Project WET activities into the curriculum.
All Iowa Project WET inservice workshop participants were grouped by the year
in which they participated. The years 1999 and 2000 were selected as sample years.
These two years involved the most participants plus sufficient time had elapsed after
workshop attendance to implement Project WET in the classroom. Surveys were mailed
to a total of 284 educators. Seventy-six educators returned the written survey, 28 and 48
participants from 1999 and 2000 respectively. This represents a return rate of 30.16%.
Of these educators, 1 participant from 1999 and 2 participants from 2000 returned
blank survey forms with accompanying explanations. One teacher had retired shortly
after completing the workshop, another had recently switched to special education, and
the third felt that her memory of the workshop was inadequate to complete the form.
Unless otherwise stated, the remaining 73 surveys were used for data analysis.
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Survey Respondent Demographics
Respondents were asked to provide demographic information related to gender,
years teaching experience, highest level of education, subjects taught, and reason for
Project WET workshop attendance. The majority ofrespondents, 83.56%, were female,
12.33% were male, and 4.10% did not respond to this item. This corresponds to what
facilitators generally observe in workshops for distribution of male and female
participants, although no gender data is recorded for Iowa WET workshops. The
remaining demographic information is presented as tables accompanied by discussion.
Tables 2-7 indicate the number of respondents and the percentage of teachers responding
to each category.
Iowa Project WET workshops attract new, experienced, and near retirement
educators, as shown in Table 2. The average number of years of teaching experience
among respondents was 15 years, however, teaching experience ranged from 1 to 37
years.

Teachers with 1-15 years of experience make up over half, 56.17%, of the group.

This corresponds well to records from Iowa Project WET workshops.
Table 3 indicates that the sample respondents teach a wide variety of grade levels.
Grades taught range from pre-K to adult. Respondents identified in the multi level
groups taught at least one grade from the grade group above and one from the grade
group below. Thirty-nine participants taught at more than one grade level. This included
4 respondents who identified themselves as nonformal educators (3 county naturalists and
1 Iowa State University Extension outreach educator). Elementary teachers make up the
largest subgroup by grade level (39.73%). However, if all secondary teachers, 6th_Ii\
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are grouped together, they make up 45.21% of the sample, nearly as large a group as
PreK-5 1h grade (46.58%). Since Iowa Project WET workshops target grades K-12, the
sample group appears to illustrate that the workshop does indeed attract teachers of all
grade levels.

Table 2
Years of Teaching Experience of Respondents
Years
Frequency
1-5
11
6-10
18
11-15
12
16-20
8
21-25
6
26-30
9
31-35
5
35-40
1
No Response
3
Note. Mean= 15; Median= 13.5; Minimum= 1 and Maximum= 37.

Percent
15.07
24.66
16.44
10.96
8.22
12.33
6.85
1.37
4.11

Table 3
Grade Level Taught by Respondents
Grade level
PreK, preK-1, preK-2, K
Elementary (1-5)
Multi-level elementary-middle school
Middle level (6-8)
Multi-level middle-high school
High school (9-12)
K-12
Pre-K-adult (nonformal)
No response

Frequency
5
29
5
17
4
6
1

4

2

Percent
6.85
39.73
6.85
23.29
5.48
8.22
1.37
5.48
2.74
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As indicated in Table 4, the majority of respondents have completed at least an
undergraduate college degree. Bachelors degrees account for 60.28%. However, 32.88%
of the respondents have completed either a MA or MS. One of the respondents in the
MA group has two Masters of Arts degrees. Years of teaching experience and
educational level are related. Only 1 educator with a graduate level degree had fewer than
7 years of teaching experience.

Table 4
Highest Education Level of Respondents
Degree
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Science
Master of Arts
Master of Science
Doctorate
Othera
No response
aOther responses circled more than one choice.

Frequency
30
14
16
8
0
2
3

Percent
41.10
19.18
21.92
10.96
0.00
2.74
4.11

Table 5 illustrates that the majority of survey respondents (58.91 %) teach at least
some science. This includes high school and middle school teachers that teach one or
more science disciplines, elementary teachers who teach in self-contained classrooms,
and elementary teachers who teach science for more than one classroom per year.
However, a notable number (30.14%) of the respondents are not science teachers. Some
of these individuals are self-contained classroom teachers who did not identify
themselves as teaching science. Others represent nearly every possible subject, including
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social studies, English, talented and gifted, and special education. The interdisciplinary
aspects of Project WET attract many diverse teachers and allow science and EE to be
integrated across the curriculum.

Table 5
Number of Science Courses Taught by Respondents
Subject
One science
Multiple sciences
No science
No response

Frequency
27
16
22
8

Percent
36.99
21.92
30.14
10.96

Frequency of response to individual subjects as listed in the survey is shown in
Table 6. Each respondent was allowed to select as many subjects as applied and write in
additional subjects. Only 27 educators indicated that they taught a single subject. Some
of the educators who indicated teaching one area of science also teach another subject
area, therefore these are not the same 27 individuals identified in Table 5 as teaching one
science. Multiple subjects were selected by 40 respondents. Write-in responses included
SCI[sic], band, guidance, life skills, family consumer science, wellness, self-contained,
librarian, media specialist, and nonformal educator. The category "self-contained
classroom" was added to the researcher's list. Each participant who wrote in selfcontained classroom and elementary teachers who had selected at least three of the
subjects-English, mathematics, science, social studies-are identified as self-contained
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classroom teachers in Table 6. Nonformal educators and librarians and media specialists
were also given their own category in Table 6.

Table 6
Subject(s) Taught by Respondents
Subject
Frequency
Percent
Advanced placement/talented and gifted
4
5 .48
Biology
12
16.44
Chemistry
4
5 .48
Earth science
16
21.92
English/language arts/reading/spelling
24
32.88
Environmental science/environmental education
12
16.44
Mathematics
24
32.88
Physics
6
8.22
Resource room/special education
9
12.33
Science
36
50.68
Social studies
20
27.40
Self-contained classrooma
28
38.36
4
5.48
Librarian/media specialist/computer technologl
N onformal educationb
4
5.48
Otherb
6
8.22
No response
8
10.96
aElementary teachers who wrote in "self-contained" or who teach at least three of the
subjects-English, mathematics, science, social studies.
bCatagories not provided as a choice on the survey, created from participants' comments.

When asked to identify their primary reason for attending the Project WET
workshop, respondents selected between zero and four reasons. A summary is provided
in Table 7. Only 1 respondent did not select a reason for attending the workshop. One
respondent selected "other" and provided the explanation "broaden # of pgms I offer to
schools, public, etc." The majority of teachers, 64.4%, attended the workshop for
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professional development or college credit. Fifteen of the respondents selected more than
one reason. A multiple response column was added to Table 7 to illustrate which reasons
were selected in combination. For example, "cost/value" was selected by 7 individuals
but only once as a single reason for attending the workshop.

Table 7
Reason for Participation of Respondents

Reason
Professional development or college credit
At the request of an administrator
Recommended by another teacher
To meet state/local standards
Interest in subject
To assist in a specific course
Cost/value
Other
No response

Total responses
Frequency Percent
47
64.38
0
0.00
8
10.96
4
5.48
25
34.25
0
0.00
7
9.59
1
1.37
1
1.37

Part of a
multiple response
10
0
4

3
10
0
6
1

Interviewee Demographics
Telephone interviews of 5 survey respondents provide descriptive data about how
activities are used in the classroom and educator perceptions of workshop elements. The
names of the interviewees have been changed to protect participants' identities. Both
Marie and Brenda were middle school science teachers with Masters of Arts degrees.
Marie had 26 years of teaching experience at the time of completing the workshop survey
while Brenda had significantly less experience, 7 years. Chloe was a

5th

grade self-

contained classroom teacher with 21 years of teaching experience and a Masters of
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Science degree. John, the only male interviewed, had taught high school science for 18
years and had completed his Masters of Arts. One of the interview participants did not
teach science. Rhonda had been a middle school English teacher for 4 years. She was
also the only interviewee who had not completed a Masters degree prior to the survey
mailing. At the time of the interview she was in her last year of working on her Masters
of Arts in Education. Quotes from the interviews are integrated into the data presentation
where they illustrate specific educator perceptions and opinions.
Activity Use and Integration
The primary goal of the research was to learn about educator attitudes towards
individual elements of the Iowa Project WET workshop model, specifically which
elements teachers identify as leading to activity implementation. Therefore, it must be
established that teachers are implementing Project WET activities in the classroom.
Several of the survey questions were designed to evaluate if and how Project WET was
being used in the classroom. Each educator was asked to (a) Compare use of Project
WET as a resource to materials from similar workshops, (b) report the number of
activities implemented in a year, (c) report the number of nonworkshop activities
implemented in the classroom, (d) evaluate personal implementation level of WET
activities fitting into curriculum, (e) select a favorite activity and provide a reason for the
choice, and (f) identify specific activities implemented in the classroom.
The

5th

year evaluation of Iowa Project WET (Seavey, 2002) found that teachers

do use Project WET activities in the classroom. The

5th

year evaluation only reviewed

the number of activities a teacher implemented, not how the activities were selected or
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used in the classroom. By collecting multiple variants of implementation information,
this study provides a broad picture of how teachers use Project WET in the classroom.
The research attempted to quantify the comparative use of Project WET activities
compared to activities from other workshops that include peer teaching and other water
related workshops. In survey question 2, the educators were asked to identify how many
other workshops they had attended in the last 5 years had made use of peer teaching and
the level to which they implement those programs as compared to how they implement
Project WET. Seven teachers indicated that they had not participated in another peer
teaching workshop. Fourteen did not complete one or both parts of the question. The
remaining 52 respondent's responses are provided in Table 8. Each of these 52
respondents had attended between one and "20+" workshops involving peer teaching in
the last 5 years.
Even fewer teachers, 23, completed all of question 3 on attendance of water
related workshops. Nine of these indicated that they had not participated in another water
related workshop in the last 5 years. For questions 2 and 3 the majority ofrespondents
indicated that they used Project WET activities the same or more than materials from
other workshops. However, the sample size for each question was small, especially for
other water workshops. Comments for questions 2 and 3 may be of more value than the
numerical data.
Respondents gave reasons both for and against using Project WET materials more
than other materials. Comments by teachers who used Project WET activities more than
activities from other peer teaching workshops were related to specific curriculum goals,
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Table 8
Use of Project WET Activities Compared to other Workshops
Comparative use of
WET activities
Attended no similar
workshop
Muchmore
More
About the same
Less
Much less
an= 52. n = 14.

Peer teaching workshopsa
Percent
Frequency
7
3
12
29
7
1

Water related workshops
Percent
Frequency
9

5.77
23.08
55.77
13.46
1.92

1
5
7
1
0

7.14
35.71
50.00
7.14
0.00

ease of use, and favorable activity methods. A seventh grade teacher wrote that Project
WET is "very easy to use, highly motivating, fit my academic level well." Another
middle school teacher commented, "Water is a topic we are required to cover. Materials
are excellent." Elementary educators had similar comments. One first grade teacher
wrote, "Hands On Material Appropriate for Elem[entary]." These comments indicate that
respondents are selecting Project WET for its fit into the curriculum.
Teachers who indicated using Project WET activities less than materials from
other peer teaching workshops also provided comments relating activity use to curriculum
fit. These comments included "Other workshops had more tie into our current 8th grade
curriculum, but I've shared many of the WET activities w/colleagues who have
benchmarks relating to Prog. WET Activities." A second middle school teacher wrote, "I
already had my curriculum for 7th-8th, so it was easier to use that and less time
consuming." A fourth grade teacher stated the activities were "not related to my
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curriculum - though good supplemental." One teacher indicated that she is currently a
substitute and does not have the freedom to select the activities she teaches.
Teachers who indicated using Project WET activities the same as materials from
other peer teaching workshops provided general comments about striking a balance
between available resources. For example, a third grade teacher stated that "All materials
have different values." A second grade educator wrote "The other [workshop] was on
weather and [I] use both very enthusiastically." A high school science teacher indicated
that time restraints contribute to activity selection by stating "[There are] only 184 days to
teach - can't get everything in!"
Teachers who had attended other water related workshops provided fewer
comments than those who had attended other peer teaching workshops. Eight of these
teachers identified participating in an IOW ATER workshop. IOWATER is an Iowa
specific water quality monitoring program (R. Leopold, personal communication, 2000).
At the time of the survey, the available IOWATER workshop consisted oflearning to use
monitoring equipment, field practice for monitoring water quality, and background in
water quality monitoring issues. Participants were provided all the monitoring equipment
they would need to implement a class monitoring program, however the workshop
provided little or no classroom methods or activities. An eighth grade teacher indicated
using IOWATER and a weather program called DataStream more than Project WET
because "the other workshops taught data collecting field methods, which I was looking
for." Five teachers used Project WET and IOWATER equally. One teacher commented
that "both fit well." Two educators identified using Project WET more than IOWATER.
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One naturalist wrote this was because there are "more education activities in Project
WET."
The survey respondents were asked to identify how many Project WET activities
they used in the classroom during a school year. The responses that were provided were
variable. Example answers included "1," "12+," "4-8," "2,3," "2 per class, three classes,"
"yes," and "one per month." Table 9 was created by assigning the average when a teacher
provided a range (4-8 became 6). The majority of teachers indicated using between one
and four activities. The average number of activities taught per year is 3.5. This data
shows an implementation rate among respondents of 89.39%.

Table 9
Number of WET Activities Used in the Classroom Per Year
Number of Activities
0
1-4
5-8
9+
Note. n = 66.

Frequency
7
42
14
3

Percent
10.61
63.64
21.21
4.55

Utilizing activities presented in a workshop to meet curriculum needs is a valid
use of a resource. Delving further into the resource and trying activities that were not
presented in the workshop may provide better curriculum matches and ensure that more
of the activities appropriate for the curriculum are utilized. Each teacher was asked to
identify how many WET activities he or she had used in class that had not been
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introduced as a part of the workshop. Only 41 respondents answered this question with a
quantifiable answer. These are illustrated in Table 10.

Table 10
Classroom Usage of WET Activities not Presented in WET Workshop
Number of Activities
0
1

2
3
4
5
6
Note. n = 41 Mean= 1.02 Median= 1 Mode= 0.

Frequency
20
9
7
3
1
0
1

Percent
48.78
21.95
17.07
7.32
2.44
0.00
2.44

Given that nearly half the survey respondents did not complete this part of the
question and half of those that did indicated using no new activities, it appears that most
respondents do not implement activities that are not presented in the workshop.
However, some teachers obviously do search out more activities for classroom use.
One aspect of the Iowa Project WET workshop model may affect these results.
Each teacher is assigned to select and implement in the classroom four Project WET
activities from the guide as a part of the workshop. Facilitators encourage teachers to
select a maximum of one activity that has been presented in the workshop and provide
time to search the guide for three other activities that fit their curriculum. Teachers could
be utilizing activities that were not a part of the workshop in the strictest sense (not
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modeled or peer taught) yet would identify those activities as introduced in the workshop
because they selected them to fulfill the workshop assignment.
A third measure of Project WET implementation is a teacher's own perception of
the extent to which he or she has fit Project WET into the curriculum. Participants were
asked to complete the statement, "I feel I. .. " with one of the following responses (a) am
using more Project WET activities than fit into my curriculum, (b) am using all the
Project WET activities that currently fit in my curriculum, (c) could use more Project
WET activities in my curriculum, or (d) haven't really thought about how the activities I
use fit into my curriculum.
As Table 11 shows, the majority of educators felt they could use more Project
WET activities. It is interesting to note that some of the teachers who indicated using the
most activities in class also indicated that they could be using more Project WET while
other teachers who use only one or two activities a year indicated they were using all the
activities that fit. Most of the teachers who identified giving no thought to curriculum
implementation of WET were relatively new to teaching (six and four years) or taught
subjects other than science or EE (band, special education, substitute teacher). All 4 of
the nonformal respondents replied "could use more" to this item even though they do not
have a formal curriculum.
Respondents were asked to identify obstacles to implementing Project WET
activities (Table 12). They were instructed to select all the obstacles that apply. Seven
teachers did not respond to this item. Time in class and time to plan were the two most
frequently selected obstacles. Twenty educators selected both planning and class time.
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Although interviewees were not asked specifically about implementation obstacles, their
comments verified that time is an obstacle to activity implementation. Marie said, "I'm
sure there are a lot of other really good [activities] in there, like I said, I just get so bogged
down with teaching. I don't have time to sit down and read that resource book like I'd
like to." Brenda echoed her with, "After the workshop, there is flurry to try everything.
Time passes and you forget to pull out the book again." Interviewees made no comments
related to other implementation obstacles.

Table 11
Teacher Perception of WET Activity Implementation
Perception
Using more than fit
Using all that fit
Could use more
No thought
Note. n = 63.

Percent
4.76
26.98
55.56
12.70

Frequency
3
17
35
8

Table 12
Obstacles to Classroom Implementation of WET Activities
Obstacle
Planning time
Class time
Funding
Administration
Coworker support
Other
Note. n = 66.

Frequency
30
44
9
2
4
16

Percent
45.45
66.67
13.64
3.03
6.06
24.24
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Part 2 of the survey asked teachers to select, from a list of all Project WET
activities, those that were a part of the workshop experience and those the teacher had
used in the classroom. After examining the responses, the researcher determined that it
was unreasonable to ask an educator to select activities from a workshop that in some
cases had been attended 3 years before, from a list of 91 activity titles. Therefore, this
information is not included. However, it can be expected that a teacher could select at
least a portion of the activities he or she has used in the classroom from a list. Sixty-six
teachers answered this part of the survey with believable responses. Of these, seven
educators did not select any specific activities. One teacher, who identified all 91
activities as a part of the workshop, indicated using 43 activities in class. While this is
not impossible, the researcher felt it was unlikely enough to remove the individual's
answers from this question. Number of activities used in the classroom is summarized in
Table 13. Educators identified use of Oto 17 activities. For teachers who identified
activities, the average was six activities but the most common answer was two. Overall
teachers identified more activities when answering this question than they did to the
question summarized in Table 9. The question they were answering for Table 9 asked
how many activities were used in one year, this question asked teachers to identify all the
activities they had ever used. Presumably, a teacher may try an activity in the classroom
one year and not use that activity again, or replace it with another activity.
There is evidence that teachers may be underreporting the specific activities they
use in class. In addition to selecting classroom implemented activities from a list, each
educator was asked to identify a favorite Project WET activity. Several of the survey
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respondents described their favorite Project WET activity rather than naming it. For
example, "Using dice/cubes" and "water cycle" were both given as a description of
Incredible Journey. This was observed in the phone interviews as well. Rhonda clearly
described the activity AflerMath, "it's like there is a flood and then you cut pieces of
paper and they go all over the floor and it's the concept of what it takes to rebuild after
the flood and they find advertisements for the costs of things." Brenda remembered using
the activities Common Water and Drop in the Bucket only after they were described to
her. This indicates that not all teachers know the activities they use by name. Not
knowing activities by name would likely result in lower reporting of specific activities.

Table 13
Number of Specific Activities Used in the Classroom
Activities
0

Frequency
7

1-4

26

5-8

20
13

9+

Percent
10.61
39.39
30.30
19.70

Note. n = 66.

Teachers were asked to identify their favorite activity and provide a reason for
favoring it. A number of teachers did not respond to this question, presumably because
they either did not have a favorite activity or could not remember the name of the activity.
The 48 respondents who did identify 1-2 favorite activities, selected 20 different Project
WET activities. Both workshop-modeled activities, Incredible Journey and It's Raining
Cats and Dogs, were identified as favorites, as well as six of the nine activities offered for
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peer teaching. Incredible Journey and H20lympics were the two most popular activities
with 9 teachers identifying each. The other 18 activities were selected by 1 to 4 teachers.
Twelve of the identified favorite activities are those not commonly introduced in a
workshop. One teacher identified not having a favorite activity. Two teachers gave
answers that were not Project WET activities: "actually doing the activities" and
"communication among individuals."
The favorite activity selection provided more than a listing of popular activities.
Teachers were asked to describe why an activity was a favorite. The researcher identified
seven different reasons for selecting an activity. They are listed in Table 14 along with
the frequency and percentage of teachers who described each reason. The two most
common reasons were content and fun or enjoyment.

Table 14
Reasons for Teachers' Selection a/Favorite WET Classroom Activity
Selection Criteria
Fun/enjoyment
Standards/curriculum match
Skills
Content
Method/hands-on
Involves thinking and
problem solving
Results in student
reaction/interactions
Note. n = 48.

Frequency
19
6
1
23
8

Percent
39.58
12.50
2.08
47.92
16.67

5

10.42

4

8.33
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Phone interviewees were asked specific questions about how activities were
selected for classroom use and what purposes specific activities served in the classroom.
Interviewees indicated that activities were selected to meet multiple and specific
curriculum goals. Brenda illustrated this point when she stated, "There is not just one
reason to use an activity." She explained the purpose of teaching H20lympics in her
classroom. "To teach [the] chemical characteristics of water. To make observations. I
use [H20lympics] in a water quality unit as the introduction to water properties before
creek exploration, as a preactivity."
Enjoyment of activities was mentioned several times as a factor, but always in
conjunction with curriculum goals. Chloe clearly stated curriculum fit was much more
important that enjoyment of an activity. When asked if her favorite activity was used "to
fill in time between other activities," she stated, "no, I never am looking to fill in time. I
don't have enough time." She added, "It's a valuable activity that also happens to be
fun." However, one interviewee, Rhonda the English teacher, did admit implementing a
Project WET activity because she had participated in it at the workshop and it was fun.
Rhonda first implemented Common Water in her classroom at the end of the school year
because "it's fun and nice out and it's good to get them outside and they were actively
learning." Although Rhonda's reason for using Common Water was enjoyment, she
justified it with a connection to both the science teacher's curriculum and her own.
" ... um it kinda went along with the idea of what the science teacher was doing and I just
incorporated it into my curriculum and had them come back and write about it." Rhonda
said that the last time she had used Common Water she developed a stronger match to her
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own curriculum. "We were studying ... the Holocaust and how things just disappeared
and nobody realized it. So we used that, showing the water disappearing." Every
interviewee identified multiple curriculum related reasons for using each Project WET
activity discussed.
Workshop Elements
The educators were asked to identify, from a list of 20 possible elements, those
that were a part of the Iowa Project WET workshop. Three of the activities in the list
(guest speaker, field trip, unit-building activities) are not commonly a part of the Iowa
Project WET workshop. Homework and classroom implementation of activities were the
same workshop element presented in two different ways. After identifying all the
elements of the workshop, the teachers were asked to rank the five elements that provided
the most help in implementing Project WET into the classroom. Of the 73 respondents, 9
did not respond to this question. An additional 6 identified the parts of a workshop but
did not rank them and 5 ranked but did not identify parts of the workshop. For the
workshop identification n = 58 and for workshop element ranking n = 59. The results are
compiled in Tables 15 and 16.
The majority of teachers were able to identify each of the Iowa Project WET
workshop elements. Many teachers also identified elements not routinely included in a
Project WET workshop. "Experiencing activities from the guide that could be combined
into one unit" was the most often identified nonroutine workshop element. Activities
presented in the workshop are meant to provide a broad representation of activities from
the guide. However, it is likely that participants discussed using activities in a unit during
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the workshop. This would explain why 42.37% of the teachers identified this element as
a part of their workshop. Field trips were identified as a part of the workshop by 25.42%
of the educators. Project WET workshops often take place at nature centers or other
locations that could be viewed as a field trip by participants, especially if some of the
activities are completed outdoors. The last nonworkshop element, guest speakers, was
identified by 38.98% of the teachers. Only one element listed dealt with the facilitator's
role in the workshop (facilitator modeling of activity[ s]). Without another way to identify

Table 15
Iowa WET Workshop Model Elements Identified by Teachers
Element

Frequency
53

Percent
89.83
93.22
89.83
91.53
94.92
93.22
88.14
89.83
91.53
93.22
25.42
38.98
81.36
42.37
93.22
67.80
61.02
79.66
89.83
76.27

Icebreaker
55
Introduction
History of Project WET
53
54
Goals stated
Activity modeled
56
Learn about guide
55
Talking during breaks
52
Talking during activities
53
Preparing to peer teach
54
Peer teaching
55
Field tripa
15
Guest speakel
23
Diverse activities
48
Unit activitiesa
25
Discuss activities
55
Discuss assessments
40
Homeworkb
36
Classroom implementationb
47
Evaluation of workshop
53
Evaluation of activities
45
Note. n = 58.
aElements not included in Iowa workshop model. bTwo terms for the same workshop
element.
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the role of the facilitator, teachers may have assumed the facilitator was the guest speaker.
Still, each of these nonelements was identified by less than 50% of the respondents. All
of the actual workshop elements were identified by more than 60% of the respondents.
The results of the teacher element ranking in Table 16 clearly show that teachers
view some parts of the workshop as more helpful in implementing the program than
others. Learning about the organization of the guide was ranked as the most useful
workshop element by the most teachers, 20.69%. Peer teaching and experiencing diverse
activities from the guide tied for second with 18. 97%. The data becomes a bit easier to
interpret when the frequency and percent for each element of being selected anywhere in
the top five are reviewed. Nine elements were most frequently identified in the top five:
peer teaching, experiencing diverse activities from the guide, talking to other educators
during activities, facilitator modeled activities, preparing to peer teach, learning about the
organization of the guide, discussion of activities, classroom implementation of activities
as a part of the workshop, and talking with other educators during breaks. A distinctly
lower number of teachers choose the next ranked element, homework, which could be
grouped with classroom implementation.
The phone interviewees were asked to comment on their choice of most useful
workshop element and on the workshop in general. Rhonda selected experiencing diverse
activities from the guide as most useful and stated, " ... actually that was the best part of it.
They picked the most hands-on activities, I felt. And they had a nice variety to cover
different areas of the curriculum .... I mean obviously it has been a long time and I
remember them." For John, the most helpful part of the workshop was preparing to peer

Table 16
Teacher Ranking of Iowa Workshop Model Elements

1

Element
Icebreaker
Introduction
History of Project
WET
Goals stated
Activity modeled
Learn about guide
Talking during breaks
Talking during
activities
Preparing to peer
teach
Peer teaching
Field trip•
Guest seeaker•
Diverse activities
Unit activities•
Discuss activities
Discuss assessments
Homework
Classroom
implementationb
Evaluation of
workshop
Evaluation of
activities
3

Freq

2

%

Freq

3

%

Freq

%

Freq

8.62
5.17
6.90

0
0
2
7
1

3.45
12.07
1.72

1
I
30
27
19

1.72
1.72
51.72
46.55
32.76

8

13.79

4

6.90

35

60.34

5.17
8.62
1.72
10.34
1.72
18.97
3.45
1.72

7
6
0
0
3
1
5
2
3

12.07
10.34

3.45

3
5
1
0
6
1
11
2
1

5.17
1.72
8.62
3.45
5.17

29
37
2
3
36
7
25
5
7

50.00
63.79
3.45
5.17
62.07
12.07
43.10
8.62
12.07

8.62

2

3.45

8

13.79

23

39.66

2

3.45

3

5.17

0
0
10
4
6

17.24
6.90
10.34

0
0
5
1
6

8.62
1.72
10.34

0
0
5
3
4

13.79

8

13.79

7

12.07

8.62
18.97

8
4
0
1
10
4
2
1
0

13.79
6.90

6
11

10.34
18.97
1.72
1.72
10.34
1.72
10.34

1
I
8
12
2

1.72
1.72
13.79
20.69
3.45

8
5
11
0
1
11
0
1
0

1.72
18.97
1.72
1.72

I

1

1.72
17.24
6.90
3.45
1.72

1
6
1
6
0
2

3

5.17

5

8.62

5

1

1.72

I

1.72

0

0

1

1.72

0

1

0

%

3.45
3.45

1
0

0
I

Freq

2
2

0
0

1.72

%

Any
Freq
%

1.72

1.72

I
0

5

4
1.72

0
1

0
1.72

1

1.72

Elements not included in Iowa workshop model. Two terms for the same workshop clement.

°'
00
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teach. He said, "that is because whatever we do in the workshop, we're just going to take
over and do it exactly, or almost exactly, the same in the classroom. So it sets an easy
transition."
When describing how activities were selected for the classroom, all of the
interviewees told an anecdote about an activity modeled or peer taught in the workshop.
Chloe said, "Oh, I know one of the reasons was because we did it during the class .... So, I
really felt like I knew ... I could visualize it and put it together quickly." Marie echoed
Chloe's comments with, "I think it is probably because I had to teach it when I took the
class. So, when you learn something real good, then you are comfortable. And I liked it.
I thought it made the kids think." John indicated that participating in activities at the
workshop got him into the book, even though they were not the same activities he
selected to integrate. "I thought that the ones that they did looked kind of neat for
elementary .... So I was probably swayed by the fact that I saw a sample." The workshop
experience inspired him to search out the activity Wet Vacation, an activity that was not
introduced in his workshop but that he now uses each year.
Except for learning about the organization of the guide, all of the most helpful
elements fit into two categories of professional development strategies: (a) Professional
development should allow teachers to practice good methods, and (b) sound professional
development allows educators time for collegial conversation. Marie gave some final
comments about the workshop experience that illustrate how she felt about the workshop
in general. She suggested that the workshop provided the right experiences, the book
provided the appropriate resources for finding curriculum matches, and that it was now
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up to her to make the time to find those matches, "[laughs] unless you can give me more
time." She also suggested improving the workshop by asking the teachers to look
through the guide for activities that match the curriculum and then doing those activities
during the workshop.
Summary
The 73 survey respondents provided a representative sample of the population of
teachers who participate in Iowa Project WET workshops. The subject areas taught,
number of years teaching experience, and grade levels taught by Iowa Project WET
teachers corresponds closely to that of the sample populations of Project WET teachers
from other state surveys (Hunter et al., 1998; St. Johns River Management District,
1999).
The study indicates that survey respondents implement Project WET activities in
their classrooms to meet curriculum needs. Respondents credit workshop elements that
involve them in experiencing Project WET activities, collegial conversations, and
learning how to use the guide as contributing most strongly to program implementation.
As will be discussed in chapter 5, the Iowa Project WET workshop model can be
improved by strengthening these elements of the workshop.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS
This study found that respondents' demographics corresponded closely to the
population demographics of all Iowa Project WET workshop participants and to samples
from other state Project WET evaluations (Hunter et al., 1998; St. Johns River
Management District, 1999). The information about activity implementation, integration,
and teacher perceptions of workshop elements is likely also comparable across the
population. Therefore, changes to the Iowa Project WET Workshop Model based upon
this study will result in a more effective workshop for all future participants.
Recommendations may be transferable to other state Project WET programs and EE
workshops.
The study was designed to answer two questions related to implementation and
integration. First, "Are teachers using Project WET activities in their classrooms 2-3
years after Project WET workshop participation?" The majority of survey respondents,
89.3%, do use Project WET activities in their classrooms each year. Second, given that
teachers are using the activities, "How are teachers using Project WET activities in their
classrooms?" Respondents implementing Project WET activities are not only using
activities in their classroom, they are integrating the activities into their curriculum to
fulfill specific needs. Survey and phone respondents identified several ways in which
Project WET activities are used. These include introducing, reviewing, correcting, or
reinforcing a concept; building skills; developing content knowledge; correcting a
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misconception; assessing student knowledge; teaching how to think; utilizing methods
employed by the activity; and for enjoyment.
The majority of implementing teachers are using only those Project WET
activities to which they were exposed during the workshop. Teachers who are integrating
only activities presented in the workshop are at the innovation adoption level of routine
use as defined in Taking Charge of Change (Hord, Rutherford, Huling-Austin, & Hall,

1987). About a third ofrespondents indicated using activities not presented at the
workshop and some selected a nonworkshop activity as their favorite. These teachers are
at the innovation adoption level of refinement. The refinement level is the stage at which
a teacher has gone beyond what has been presented and is modifying use to increase
effectiveness.
With regard to the question, "What outside forces assist or limit implementation
success?" it is clear that respondents view planning and class time as major obstacles to
activity implementation. The majority ofrespondents believe there are more Project
WET activities which would fit into their curriculum but do not have the planning and/or
class time to seek and implement additional activities. The Program Standards in the
NSES agree that time is required to initiate change in curriculum (National Research
Council, 1996). Teacher responses indicate that if more planning and class time were
available they would implement more Project WET activities. Limited planning time
explains why activities that are experienced during the workshop are implemented more
than other activities in the guide. The Iowa Project WET workshop allows teachers to
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experience activities that fit their curriculum. In effect, the workshop is providing the
planning time.
With regard to workshop elements that facilitate implementation and integration,
teachers identify three types of workshop elements as most helpful: (a) experiencing
activities first-hand, (b) interacting with other teachers, and (c) becoming familiar with
the Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide. In the absence of professional
development research specific to Environmental Education, teacher's attitudes toward the
Project WET workshop elements can be compared to science professional development
research. Experiencing activities and interacting with other teachers are essential
components in science teacher professional development (Eisenhower National Clearing
House for Mathementics and Science Education, n.d.; Loucks-Horsley & Stiles, 2001;
National Research Council, 1996). It is necessary for professional development to engage
teachers in "the kinds of learning that teachers are expected to practice with students"
(Eisenhower National Clearing House for Mathematics and Science Education, n.d., p. 8).
Engaging in collegial conversation is important because, "when teachers have time to
describe their own views about learning and teaching ... and to compare, contrast, and
revise their views, they come to understand the nature of exemplary science teaching"
(National Research Council, 1996, p. 67). This study found that respondents' perceptions
of useful Iowa Project WET workshop elements match recommended strategies for
successful science teacher's professional development.
The respondents of this study were found to be similar to the population of all
Project WET workshop participants. The majority integrate Project WET into their
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curricula, and their perceptions of useful aspects of the workshop agree with that reported
for science education professional development of science teachers. Therefore, utilizing
the results of this study to improve the Iowa Project WET workshop model should lead to
more successful workshops.
Improving the Iowa Project WET Workshop Model
Based on the results of this study, the researcher makes the following
recommendations for improving the Iowa Project WET workshop model:
1. Retain all elements of the workshop that involve experiencing activities.

Respondents and the research literature agree that experiencing activities is a successful
professional development strategy. Respondent ranking of workshop elements suggests
that the sequence of facilitator modeling and peer teaching followed by classroom
implementation is one of the most successful aspects of the Iowa Project WET workshop
model.
2. Retain and enhance all elements of the workshop that involve collegial

conversations. These elements include discussion during activities, discussion during

breaks, and peer teaching preparation. The results of the study and research literature
agree upon the importance of collegial conversation. The value of these elements should
be emphasized to facilitators who may be temped to skip a break or rush discussion in
order to maintain the schedule or fit in an additional activity.
3. Develop the peer teaching planning segment. Extending the peer planning
time would foster additional collegial conversations among participants. After peer
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teaching is complete, the participants could be asked to reflect upon the process of
preparing and teaching an activity.
4. Involve the participants in more peer teaching and activity practice during

the second day of the workshop. Each teacher could be instructed to return on the

second workshop day prepared to peer teach an activity of their choice, based upon a
match to their curriculum. This would allow the participants a second opportunity to peer
teach and ensure that each teacher could peer teach an activity connected to his or her
own curriculum. Participants would gain additional practice using the guide to find
curriculum matches.
5. Involve participants in collaborative curriculum building. Participants
could be instructed to bring their own benchmarks or standards to the second workshop
day. Participants could work as teams to develop curriculum matches. The facilitator,
being familiar with the guide, could assist groups in activity selection. This strategy
would reduce the need for additional planning time because each educator could leave the
workshop with an integration plan.
6. Offer workshops targeted to specific grade-level or subject area teachers.

The study found that respondents were most likely to implement an activity that
connected to their curriculum and had been experienced during the workshop. The
activities being peer taught in a targeted workshops would be selected so that they match
the curricula of targeted participants. This would allow each participant to experience
more activities fitting their curriculum and fewer that are more appropriate for another
grade or subject.
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7. Offer a follow-up workshop. A follow-up workshop will help reduce the
effect of limited planning time and allow participants to collaborate with facilitators and
other experienced Project WET teachers. This strategy could be especially helpful to
teachers in schools which have had a curriculum change since attending their original
workshop and those that intended to implement more of the program.
All of these suggestions are practical. However, implementing both
recommendations 4 and 5 would require lengthening the workshop to be effective. The
workshop could be extended to include enough time for both or participants could be
offered an option between the two.
Limitations
There are three general limitations to this study: (a) the data collection time line,
(b) the low return rate, and (c) certain areas of survey construction. The survey was first
mailed in early May, traditionally a very busy time for educators. The reminder post card
was sent in July, which means that teachers who provided a school address would not
have received it until returning to school. The surveys were all returned by October 2002,
however participants were not contacted about interviews until 7-8 months later.
The timeline of this study undoubtedly had an effect on return rates for the survey
and phone interviews. As is always the case in survey research, nonusers have less of an
incentive to participate in the study than users. The additional effect of so much time
between workshop participation and data collection is that teachers who may have felt a
connection to the program immediately following attendance would likely feel less
connected 3 years later. This would especially be true for teachers who never
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implemented the program as well as those that have ceased to use WET activities. Yet,
data from the later participants would be most helpful, as they have not reached the level
of routine use. On the other hand, the data collected would not have been as meaningful
if the survey had been administered shortly after workshop attendance. Teachers need the
opportunity to experience integrating activities into a complete school year, though one
year of implementation does not allow a teacher to try an activity and then decide to
replace, keep or modify it. By waiting 2-3 years after workshop attendance to collect data
teachers were able to report on what they had done, not what they intended to do.
Other timeline difficulties were survey distribution and interview schedule. The
survey was initially sent in early May, traditionally a very busy time for educators. The
reminder post card was sent in July, which means that teachers who provided a school
address would not have received it until returning to school. No doubt, these timing
issues contributed to the low response rate.
The comments of interviewees represent educators' views about aspects of this
research but should not be overestimated. Only 5 teachers were interviewed out of the 73
respondents. The 9 month delay between survey administration and interview request
may well have limited the number of respondents willing to be interviewed. A larger
number of teachers available for interviews would have allowed purposeful selection and
a larger number of interviewees.
This study relies upon a response rate of 30.16% to represent the population.
Green and Boser (2001) question the importance of a high response rate. They found that
the return rates for published studies in the educational field range from 16.5-85.2% (p.
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10). They state that while there are expectations of acceptable response rates, little
research has been completed to establish whether these response rates are reasonable. It
is probable that some of the nonresponding educators have different views from the
responding educators, however, respondents' demographics are consistent with that of the
population of Iowa Project WET participants. Therefore, one can have a modest level of
confidence that the respondents represent the population in terms of various factors, for
example which elements of the workshop were most helpful to their integration of Project
WET activities. The low return rate did limit the study by not allowing for comparison of
participants from different years.
The survey constructed for this research was limiting in three ways. First, the
survey asked teachers to identify the specific activities they had experienced as a part of
an Iowa Project WET workshop. The intent was to compare activities mentioned to those
designed into the model. This would have checked on the degree of uniformity among
Iowa Project WET workshops led by different facilitators. Ninety-one activities simply
provide too many choices for educators to select the names of the activities they
experienced. This survey should not have expected teachers to be able to select workshop
activities from such a long list. If this data is to be collected in the future, it should be
requested at the end of the workshop when memories are fresh, the book is in hand, and
the facilitator is available to clarify activity titles.
Second, survey responses and interview comments illustrated that many teachers
did not know the names of the activities they had implemented. Therefore, it is likely that
teachers under reported the specific activities used in their classroom. This limitation
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could have been overcome by providing a description of each activity. However,
providing descriptions for 91 activities would have increased the length of the survey and
likely reduced participation in the study.
The third issue in survey construction relates to the workshop element listed as
"homework" and "classroom implementation of activities." The homework assignment
for Iowa Project WET workshops is to implement four activities in the classroom.
Asking teachers to identify this element by two names appears to have confused some
participants and muddied data interpretation.
Future Research
Future research by Iowa Project WET could attempt to contact the nonrespondents
of this study and determine their implementation levels and perceptions of the workshop.
For the small portion of respondents who did not implement Project WET, a case study
could provide understanding of why they attended the workshop but did not implement
the program. It would be especially useful to determine the reasons teachers of subjects
well represented in the Project WET guide (science, social studies) did not implement the
program.
The field of environmental education lacks a resource like NSES to provide
direction for professional development. Future research in EE professional development
could examine the relationship between science and environmental education. It could
explore how EE professional development might differ from science educator
professional development.
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This study could be repeated with teachers who participated in a Project WET
workshop utilizing another workshop model, especially one that follows the minimum 6
hours of contact time required by Project WET USA. It would be interesting to see if
participants of different models would identify the same types of workshop elements as
most helpful to activity implementation and if these participants implement and integrate
Project WET to the same extent. Comparing the outcome of this research to a similar
study of another model would likely lead to useful information for improving both
models.
This study did not attempt to evaluate the facilitator's role in the workshop.
However, as illustrated by Chloe's interview comment, "the leaders were knowledgeable
and had probably gone through the same process we had gone through .... So the
leadership was strong," facilitation does play a role in workshop success. Evaluation of
the facilitator's function in the Iowa Project WET model could address the issue of
workshop uniformity and would be a logical next step for state program evaluation.
Lastly, once the changes recommended by this study have been made to the Iowa
Project WET workshop model and educators who have participated in the "improved
model" have had time to implement Project WET activities, the model should be
evaluated again to determine the effects of the changes on participants' level of use of
Project WET activities.
Personal Reflections
The majority of respondents to this study have integrated Project WET activities
into their curricula. The current Iowa Project WET workshop provides these teachers
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teachers with experiences that result in integration of the program. Adopting the
suggestions resulting from this study will create an improved model that better meets the
needs of teachers. It will do this by engaging each teacher in more activities that connect
to his or her curriculum, providing the time needed for teachers to plan activity
integration, and giving teachers more opportunities to discuss the activities, methods,
content, and education in general.
As state coordinator of Project WET, this study serves as a validation and a
challenge to me. It is a validation that the current Iowa Project WET Workshop Model
results in quality EE activities being used by respondents in Iowa classrooms to meet
curriculum goals. It is a challenge because nearly 70% of the sample pool did not
respond. These teachers may have additional insights into how Iowa Project WET can
better meet their needs. Without the input of the remaining educators my ability to
improve the model is hampered. Also, it is evident that as education reform continues,
Iowa Project WET teachers will need continual support in order to maintain Project WET
curriculum integration. I am challenged to develop a follow-up workshop that will meet
this need.
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APPENDIX A
IOWA PROJECT WET WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

8

Iowa Project WET
Workshop Model
Schedule
Day 1
8:00 AM
8:30
9:00

10:30
10:45
12:00
1:00
3:00
3:10

3:45

Day 2
8:00 AM

9:30
10:30
10:45
12:00
1:00
1:45
2:00
2:45
3:45

Doors open registration
Welcome (WET Bingo); Introduction to Project WET
It's Raining Cats and Dogs
A WET Treasure Hunt
Modeling a WET activity: "The Incredible Journey"
Break
Peer teaching groups work on presentaticns
Lunch
Peer presentations continued
Break
Integrating Project WET into your curriculum
Selecting four WET activities to accomplish during
the next four weeks
Assessment of workshop goals and wrap-up
See you in 4 weeks!

Welcome Back; Review of Project WET goals
Review of agenda and workshop goals
Reports from use of Project WET in the classroom
Break
Continue reports
Lunch
Finish remaining reports
Break
Affirm the quality of work reported, offer support
for problems raised, share ideas.
Another project WET activity or Ground water model,
other Project WET resources
Evaluations and Close of workshop
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APPENDIXB
ACTIVITIES PROVIDED IN THE IOWA PROJECT
WET FACILITATOR WORKSHOP KIT
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Table Bl
Activities Provided in the Iowa Project WET Facilitator Workshop Kit.
Activity

Page

Grade

Workshop use

The Incredible Journey

161

UE,MS

Model

It's Raining Cats and Dogs

435

UE,MS,HS

Model

Cold Cash in the Ice Box

373

LE, UE

Peer

Common Water

232

LE, UE, MS

Peer

Dilemma Derby

377

MS,HS

Peer

Grave Mistake

311

MS,HS

Peer

30

UE,MS

Peer

The Long Haul

260

LE, UE, MS, HS

Peer

Pass the Jug

392

LE, UE, MS, HS

Peer

Sum of the Parts

267

UE,MS

Peer

Water Works

274

UE,MS

Peer

H20lympics

Note. LE= lower elementary (K-2); UE = upper elementary (3-5); MS= middle school
(6-8); HS = high school (9-12). Grade levels from Project WET Curriculum and Activity
Guide, Copyright 1995, p 488.
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APPENDIX C

rowA PROJECT WET ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT
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Iowa P=oject WZT
~ctivity ~ssess~ent

Accivicy i:i:.le

Teacher
Ins:: rue: ior.s
Please thought:ully read and mark this assess~ent for~. Your feedback will
help the Projec':: WET staff evaluate the workshop effec:iveness, as well as the
P~ojec: WET ac:ivicies.

On c.he Liker:-type scales. place an •x• above the line in the category which
mosc closely represents your response. For icems •9 and "10. please check the
"YES" or "NO" response, and provide helpful comments.
l.

The Projec: WET workshop prepared me to use this Project WET acc.ivity.

Ivery well

2.

:poorly

:very poor

: helpful

iadequace

:not helpful

:no value

How much of this Project WET acrivic.y. as written, did you use:

I all
4.

lacec;uac.ely

How helpful 1o1ere the Project WET Guidebook acc.ivity ins:ructions?

l very helpf·..11
3.

: 1o1e 11

: mos~

labout half

ilittle

tve::y lit.cle

r: you did nee. use the entire ac:ivity, what pares did you use?
Comme:1ts:

5.

This P=ojec: W~7 activ~:y contributed to rr:y cu==icul~rn ;oals.

I very well

6.

,well

jade~ua:ely

lpoorly

:very poorly

How hel~f~l we~e c~e ?=ojecc WET s:u~e~t assessmen: s~;;es:io~s for this
accivi:y?

:acequai:e

: r.oc heli=iful

;r.c val'...!e
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7.

The child=en pa=ticipated in this P=ojec: WET ac:ivi:y.

lall c:1ilC.:-er.
all times

s.

The child=en responded well co the ins:=uccicnal s:yle of this P=ojec:
WE'T ac~iv:.:y.

lall c!"lil:::-e:1
all times

9.

l most c:'.i lC.=e:1 : mes:: c~:.1::.=e:1 [some c~:.~C=e:1 lscrne child=e:1
some cimes
all times
most times
most times

Jrnos:

c:-1:l.C.::-en Jmcs: c::ilC.=e:i.

all times

mos: t:imes

jsorne c!"lild=::1 :some ch:lc=e:1
most times
some t:imes

Would .·ou do t:his P=oject: WET ac:ivi:y again?
Yes

No

Commen:s:

10.

Was che P=ojec: WET expe=ience posi:ive enouch co enccu=age you co use
more cf these ac~ivi~ies in you= classes?
Yes
Commencs:

No
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APPENDIX D
PROJECT WET USA EDUCATOR
WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Reprinted by permission Project WET USA.
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PART 2

Evaluation Form
Proiect WET Workshop Evaluation Form
Thank you for your interest in Pro/·ed WET! Your responses to the following questions ond suggestions
will help us improve the quc:1lity o Project WET workshops ond services.
lnstrudions:
Respond to oil items on this form, attaching additional poges if additional spoce is needed.

1. Please provide us with the following information:
Position description/Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of students reached per year: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of years teaching experience:
School setting !check one):

2. a.
b.
c.

0

Urban

O

Suburban

O

Rural

Dote and location of this workshop:
Hove you attended a water education workshop in the lost live years?
YES
NO
If yes, to what extent did this workshop (the one you are currently evaluating) build on
your previous water education experiences?

3. o. What grade(s) do you teach?
b. Were the contents of this workshop appropriate for the grade level you teach?
YES
NO
If no, what suggestions do you hove to make them more appropriate?
4.

a. What subjed(s) do you teach?
b. Were the contents of this workshop appropriate for the subjed you teach?
YES
NO
If no, what suggestions do you hove to make them more appropriate?

5. Were objectives of the workshop clearly stated?
YES

NO

6. Were the objectives of the workshop accomplished?
YES
NO
Please explain your responses to questions 5 and 6, especially if you answered no.
7.

Did this workshop provide you with strategies to integrate Projed WET activities into your
curriculum?
YES
NO
Please explain your response below, especially ii you answered in the negative.
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PART2
8.

Do you pion to integrate Project WET octiviiies into your curriculum? {circle one)
YES NO
If no, please explain.

9.

Please provide your overall comments about the Proiect WfT Activity ond Curriculum Guide
{include strengths, limitotions, comments about specific activities, etc.).

l 0. The best features of this workshop were: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

11. This workshop would have been better if: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

l 2. Any other comments, suggestions, requests, and/ or concerns: - - - - - - - - - - - -

Thank you for your help!
Your name {optional)
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APPENDIXE
IOWA PROJECT WET 5TH YEAR
EVALUATION SURVEY
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IOWA PROJECT WET
FOLLOW-UP EVALUATION FORM
Position description/Title:
Grades Taught DK D1st D2n° D3'a 04 1n D5tn D6tn D7 1n DB'n 09tn D10tn 011tn
012"' DPost Secondary
Number of years teaching experience:
Number of Students reached per year: _ __
School Setting:
DUrban
OSuburban
DRural
2.

a. What subject(s) do you teach? (Check all that apply)
DEverything/AII Subjects
DBiology
DChemistry
DPhysical Science
DEnvironmental Sci.
DSocial Studies
DGeography
OHistory
OGovernment
Dlanguage arts
OReading
DComposition
DMathematics
OAP Classes
DSpecial Ed
OTAG
DOther (please list_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
b. Were the contents of the Project WET workshop appropriate for the subject you teach?
DY es
DNo
If no. what suggestions do you have to make the workshop more appropriate?

c. What strategies did the workshop provide you with to integrate Project WET activities into your
curriculum?

3.

a. Have you integrated Project WET activities into your curriculum:
DY es
ONo
b. How many Project WET activities did you use in your classroom over the last year?
c.

7.

What is your favorite Project WET activity so far?----------------

Please provide your overall comments about the Project WET Activity and Curriculum Guide
(include strengths, limitations, comments about specific activities, etc.).
a.

The best features:

b. The Guide would be better if:

8.

Please characterize the reactions of your students to the Project WET activities you have been
using.

Optional:

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Year and Location of W o r k s h o p : - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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APPENDIX F
RESEARCH SURVEY
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Project WET Workshop Survey
Demographic Information
Name (optional):
School (optional):
Grades Taught:
Years Teaching:

Please Circle:
Highest Level of Education Completed: BA BS MA MS PhD
Sex: M F
Subjects Taught (please circle all subjects currently taught):
Advanced Placement
Biology
Chemistry
Earth Science

English
Environmental Science
Homeroom
Mathematics

Physics
Resource Room
Science
Special Education

Social Studies
Talented and Gifted
Other _ _ _ __
Other _ _ _ __

I. \l/hat is the primary reason you attended the Project WET workshop?
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ

professional development or college credit
at the request of an administrator
recommended by another teacher
to meet state/local standards

CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ

interest in subject
to assist in a specific course
cost/value
other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. How many workshops with peer teaching have you attended in the last 5 years?_
If you have attended peer teaching workshops, please check the phrase that would complete this sentence:
In my classroom I use activities from the Project WET curriculum and activity guide...
D

D
D
D
CJ

much more than materials from similar workshops.
more than materials from similar workshops.
about the same as materials from similar workshops.
less than materials from similar workshops.
much less than materials from similar workshops.

Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3.

If you have attended other water-related workshops in the last 5 years, please list them here:
If you listed other workshops, please check the phrase that would complete this sentence:
In my classroom I use activities from the Project WET curricuillm and activity guide:
CJ
CJ

D
D
D

much more than materials from other water workshops.
more than materials from other water workshops.
about the same as materials from other water workshops.
less than materials from other water workshops.
much less than materials from other water workshops.

Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. Have you attended any of the following workshops in which Project WET materials were used (check all that apply):
OGLOBE Iowa
DEnvironmental Potpourri
Dlowa Project WET Writing Workshop
(continued on back)
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5. How many Project WET activities:
do you use in your classroom in a year?
did you lead or participate in as a part of your Project WET workshopry _ __
did you do with your students as a part of your Project WET workshop? _ __
do you use in your classroom each year? _ __
you have done with your class were NOT introduced as a part of your Project WET workshop? _ __
6. What is your favorite Project WET Activity? - - - - - - - - - - - - - Why? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

· 7. I feel I am (check one):

n
•
Cl
Cl

using more Project WET activities than fit in my curriculum.
using all the Project WET activities that currently fit into my curriculum.
could use more Project WET activities in my curriculum.
haven't really thought about how the activities I use fit into my curriculum.

8. What obstacles do you have to integrating Project WET into your curriculum (check all that apply)?
Cl
Cl
Cl

planning time
class time
money for materials

Cl
CJ

Cl

administration support
lack of support from other teachers
other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9. On the left side of the table below please check all elements that were a part of your workshop. On the right side of the
table below please rank the top five elements that have helped you implement Project WET in your classroom. Rank the
element that has helped you most with a I, second most with a 2, etc.
Icebreaker
Introduction
History of Project WET
Workshop Goals Stated
Facilitator Modeled activity(s)
Leaming about the organization
of the Guide
talking with other educators
during workshop breaks
talking with other educators
during activities
preparing to peer teach activities
peer teaching an activity( s)
workshop field trip
guest speaker/resource person
experiencing diverse activities
from the Guide
experiencing activities from the
Guide that could be combined
into one unit
discussion of activities
discussion of activities
assessments
homework
class implementation of activities
as a part of the workshop
evaluation of the workshop
evaluation of the activities
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Project WET Workshop Survey
Part Two
In the LEFT hand column of the table below place an X next to all the activities you remember doing as a part of your Project
WET workshop. In the RJGHT hand column of the table below place an X next to all the activities you have used in your
classroom.

A Drop in the Bucket
A Grave Mistake
A House of Seasons
Adventures in Density
AfterMath
A-maze-ing Water
Aqua Bodies
Aqua Notes
Back to the Future
Branching Out
Capture, Store, and Release
Check It Out
Choices and Preferences, Water
Index
Cold Cash in the Icebox
Color Me a Watershed
Common Water
Dilemma Derby
Dust Bowls and Failed Levees
Easy Street
Energetic Water
Every Drop Counts
Get the Ground Water Picture
Geyser Guts
Great Water Journevs
H20lympics
Hangin' Together
Hot Water
Humpty Dumpty
Idea Pools
Imagine!
Irrigation Interpretation
Is There Water on Zork?
Just Passing Through
Let's Even Things Out
Let's Work Together
Life in the Fast Lane
Macroinvertebrate Mayhem
Molecules in Motion
Money Down the Drain
Nature Rules!
No Bellyachers
Old Water
Pass the Jug
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People of the Bog
Persectives
Piece It Together
Poetic Precipitation
Poison Pump
Raining Cats and Dogs
Rainy-Day Hike
Reaching Your Limits
Salt Marsh Players
Sparkling Water
Stream Sense
Sum of the Parts
Super Bowl Surge
Super Sleuths
The CEO
The Great Stoney Book
The Incredible Journey
The Life Box
The Long Haul
The Price Is Right
The Pucker Effect
The Thunderstorm
Thirsty Plants
Water Actions
Water Address
Water Bill of Rights
Water Celebration
Water Concentration
Water Court
Water Crossings
Water in Motion
Water Log
Water Match
Water Messages in Stone
Water Meter
Water Models
Water Works
Water Write
Water: Read All About It!
WetVaction
Wetland Soils in Living Color
Wet-Work Shuffle
What's Happening?
What's the Solution?
Where Are the Frogs?
Whose Problem Is It?
Wish Book
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APPENDIXG
PHONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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1. I see that you have used the activity <activity name> in your classroom. Do you
remember this activity? (If no, read short description).
2. How did you decided to use this activity in your. classroom?
3. What would you say was the purpose of <activity name> in your classroom?
4. How did you know the students "got it", that they understood the activity?
5. I'm going to read to you a list of possible roles an activity can play in the classroom.
Please select the primary role <activity name> played in your classroom: (a) as an
introduction to a new concept, (b) to build skills, (c) to develop content knowledge,
(d) to review a concept that students are already familiar with, (e) to fill in time
between other activities, (f) to fix a misconception, (g) to reinforce a concept, (h) to
assess student knowledge of a concept, (i) to teach how to think.
· Questions 1-5 were repeated for a second activity.
6. Do you remember which activity you peer taught during the workshop?
7. Have you used this activity in your classroom? Why or why not?
8. Please describe how <most useful workshop element> was helpful you your
implementation of activities after the workshop.
9. When asked to complete the sentence "I feel I could" you selected <answer>. What
would you be looking for in the activities you would add and is there any way Iowa
Project WET can assist you in finding the activities that best fit your classroom?
10. If you were to revise the Project WET workshop is there anything you would take
out? Shorten or expand? Add?
11. Do you have any comments you would like to make about Project WET?
12. Do you have any questions about this research?

